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A BSTRACT

The overall goal of this thesis was to develop a proof-of-principle for a device that might
eventually restore walking in people with paraplegia. The thesis consisted of three
component technologies each working in conjunction with one another in adult cats.
The first component was the state-based control algorithm, which provided a
framework to implement more detailed control of locomotion in the future. The goal of
this study was to develop a physiologically based algorithm capable of mimicking the
biological system to control multiple joints in the lower extremities for producing overground walking. The biological central pattern generator (CPG) integrates open and
closed loop control to produce over-ground walking. Similarly, the algorithm used
combined open and closed loop control of a state-based model of the step cycle. Each
state produced different electrical stimulation patterns and activated a different
combination of muscles. This study verified that such a controller could generate closed
loop bilateral overground walking. The second study implemented a novel type of
functional electrical stimulation, intraspinal microstimulation (ISMS), that activated
motor networks in the ventral horn of the spinal cord that would remain intact below
the lesion level after a spinal cord injury. In addition to producing movements around
single joints, ISMS through individual microwires can elicit coordinated multi-joint
movements and the resulting contractions are fatigue-resistant. For the first time, we
demonstrate sustainable, bilateral over-ground walking using ISMS. The walking proved
to be extremely fatigue-resistant with some cats walking for a distance of over 800 m.
The third study added natural sensory feedback of both the limb position in space and
ground reaction force using recordings of neurons located in the dorsal root ganglia
(DRG). The goal of this study was to decode sensory information from the DRG in real

time for control of unilateral ISMS stepping. These predictions were successfully used to
activate a closed loop rule that limited backward hyperextension. Each project resulted
in a novel accomplishment and produced a deliverable that successfully worked in
conjunction with previously developed components toward a neuroprosthetic device to
restore walking.
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C HAPTER 1: I NTRODUCTION

We rely on mobility to accomplish everyday activities. Our society has created
technologies and infrastructure to facilitate the movement of people and goods quickly
and efficiently through air, over sea, and across land. However, access to this
transportation infrastructure usually requires mobility, whether it be boarding an
airplane or dropping off a letter in the mailbox. If personal mobility is compromised due
to disease or injury, we experience a decrease in independence in our daily lives.

S PINAL C ORD I N JURY

As the spine connects the nerve centers in the brain to the peripheral nerves in the rest
of the body, a traumatic spinal cord injury (SCI) can interrupt these paths of neural
communication. If the neural pathways are completely severed there will be no cortical
sensorimotor communication below the lesion. Patient prognosis is based on the initial
severity and spinal level of the injury. The level of the injury determines which bodily
functions will be interrupted; injuries higher in the spinal cord interrupt more functions
than injuries lower down. Injuries in the cervical section of the spinal cord result in
tetraplegia and can cause deficiencies in hand function, breathing, bowel and bladder
functions, and walking. People with tetraplegia primarily desire restoration of arm and
hand function [1, 2]. Trauma in the thoracic or lumbar regions of the spinal cord results
in paraplegia, the disruption of lower body functions such as bowel, bladder, and sexual
functions and the ability to walk. Restoration of bowel/bladder and sexual functions are
of primary concern for people with paraplegia [2, 3]. The restoration of walking function
is ranked as the next most important desire. Our research efforts focus on the
restoration of walking in people with complete paraplegia. We hope to improve the
quality of life of people with paraplegia by increasing their mobility and independence.
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R E S T OR I NG M OBI LI T Y : S T A NDA R D

OF

CARE

In Canada, SCI has an incidence rate of more than 3000 new cases per year, 56% of
which result in paraplegia [4]. SCI primarily affects a younger demographic with longer
life expectancies. Current public health policy strives to discharge people with SCI into
the community and to provide them with the ability to return to independent lives. This
policy began in the 1940s when Sir Ludwig Guttmann realized the importance of treating
people with SCI and created the first comprehensive SCI center for medical treatment
and rehabilitation in the world [5]. The goal of the original center (and the many created
since) was to help injured individuals to achieve a higher quality of life through restored
independence. Although no treatments today can offer complete restoration of nervous
function, current treatments and a better understanding of the disease have resulted in
decreased morbidity and increased life expectancy.
People with severe mobility impairments are often able to locomote using a wheelchair.
The first references to the use of wheel chairs to transport disabled people date back to
the 3rd century BC in China [6]. The wheelchair (as we know it) was modernized into a
lightweight, steel, collapsible chair in 1933 by Harry Jennings and Herbert Everest [7].
Although the basic design remains largely unchanged, recent advances have made the
chairs lighter and more efficient. Their metabolic efficiency in transporting people with
disabilities is unrivalled by any other intervention. However, wheelchair use is limited by
society’s infrastructure which was not designed with the wheelchair in mind. The
wheelchair encounters curbs, rough surfaces, mud, and a host of other conditions that
can challenge, obstruct, and endanger the transport of its passenger. Also, the
wheelchair passenger is restricted to a sitting position which can engender a feeling of
subservience during conversations with people who are standing. This can unfavourably
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impact the psychological well-being of a person who is already dealing with an affliction.
The seated position also limits reaching and grasping items located on high shelves and
increases the risk of secondary health complications, including a susceptibility to
pressure ulcers and bone density loss.
Some powered wheelchairs have been designed to address these issues by either
elevating the user’s seat or by supporting the user in a standing-like position. The iBot,
codeveloped by Johnson and Johnson and DEKA Research, raised the height of the user
to a level comparable to a standing position. The iBot was the forefather of the Segway,
which shared many of the iBot’s balancing and stability technologies. The chair was even
capable of ascending and descending stairs by rotating its two sets of wheels about each
other. Unfortunately, the iBot has been discontinued since 2009. Another chair, the Tek
Robotic Mobilization Device (Tek RMD), was developed in Turkey by AMS Mekatronik
and utilizes a novel loading mechanism that allows the user to mount the device from
the back using a tensioning sling. The chair then hydraulically lifts the user into a
standing-like position. This chair is unique in that it does not require the classic
transferring procedure, which can be dangerous and difficult for people without
sufficient upper body strength or for overweight or elderly people. The Tek RMD was
initially released in Turkey and has not yet gained widespread distribution.
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R ESTORING W ALKING

Walking restoration has proven to be very difficult, largely because of the complexity in
the sensorimotor systems involved. Past efforts have not gained commercial footing,
partially due to small potential market share, and have languished in the laboratories.
However, recently, there has been a renewed effort in both engineered systems and
systems that rely on our knowledge of the physiology of walking.

E NGI NEER ED A P P R OA C HES

TO

W A LKI NG R E S T OR A T I ON

Engineering-based approaches designed to restore walking employ minimal biological
principles. The simplest systems consist of passive orthosis without powered actuators
to move the limbs. These systems are useful in situations where some function remains
(after incomplete SCI) or when the system can be augmented with other techniques
such as function electrical stimulation (FES). Exoskeletons completely replace
components such as muscles, sensory afferents and neural control with motors, artificial
sensors, and control algorithms, respectively.
P A S S IV E O R THOS ES
Series-limb orthoses were designed to enhance existing walking performance by
minimizing energy losses from collisions with the ground. These devices consist of rods
with elastic properties that absorb and release energy during key times in the step cycle.
The PowerSkip and the SpringWalker were supposed to augment human running speed
and economy of motion. However, the SpringWalker actually increased the metabolic
cost of walking by 20% [8]. These devices can increase jump height and have since been
adopted for extreme sports and other leisure activities.
Parallel-limb orthoses transfer the body load directly to the contact surface. These
devices are worn along the legs (in parallel) and may provide support and stability across
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multiple joints. They can also reduce the degrees-of-freedom during walking to facilitate
device development. Ankle-foot orthoses (AFOs) rigidly support the ankle against flexion
or extension and may be used to prevent foot plantar-flexion during the swing phase
(which can impair walking). Knee-ankle-foot orthoses add support of the knee joint as
well, locking it against flexion during certain states of the gait cycle. This prevents the
knee from buckling and the user from collapsing during stance, but allows knee flexion
during swing. Hip-knee-ankle-foot orthoses (HKAFO) resist hip adduction and abduction.
The reciprocating gait orthosis is a variation of the HKAFO and uses a cable assembly to
constrain the motion of one leg with respect to the other. For instance, during the swing
phase of one leg, the opposite leg will extend. When these orthoses are used by people
with significant mobility deficiencies, they are used in conjunction with a rolling walker.
Therefore, in order to stabilize the trunk and support the upper body with the walker,
large upper body exertion is required and it limits practical walking ranges [9].
P OW E R E D O R THOS E S
Powered orthoses (or exoskeletons) are used to minimize the metabolic effort of
walking and increase walking speeds and ranges. Artificial actuators move the legs
either hydraulically, with cable systems, or with direct current (DC) motors. Hydraulic
systems are capable of the largest torques, but are heavy due to the hydraulic fluid and
they do not represent the properties of muscles. Using a cable system, the stretching
properties of muscles are copied and pulling forces are generated similar to muscle
contractions. Cable systems can also mimic biarticular muscles (spanning more than one
joint) allowing for physiological control of walking.
The majority of exoskeletons use DC motors and even have the ability to provide
increased carrying load capacities for the users. As such, they have gained widespread
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attention from the U.S. military. The Berkeley lower extremity exoskeleton (BLEEX) was
one of the first load-bearing wearable exoskeletons that contained its own power
source [10]. Sensory information was provided by a multitude of sensors, including 16
accelerometers and eight joint angle encoders to provide information about each leg
joint [11]. A foot switch and load distribution sensor provided additional information
about ground contact. The BLEEX has since transitioned into the eLegs by Berkley
Bionics for restoration of walking in populations with mobility impairments.
Some devices have specifically targeted the needs of the mobility impaired. The
Vanderbilt exoskeleton uses four motors to provide assistive torques at the hip and knee
bilaterally. Ankle joints are controlled by a passive AFO worn in conjunction with the
exoskeleton. Published peer-reviewed material is sparse for exoskeletons. However,
initial trials were published for parallel bar walking by a person with complete
paraplegia. Quintero et al. showed a walking speed of 0.22 m/s and with the current
battery lasting for one hour, the walking range would be approximately 0.8 km [12].
Unlike the Vanderbilt exoskeleton, Argo Medical’s ReWalk is already available for
purchase. It is similarly designed using DC motors to move the legs. It is controlled by a
wireless wrist mounted unit and requires balancing with a set of crutches. The ReWalk
can help a person with SCI go up and down stairs. A recent pilot study with six SCI
volunteers showed no adverse health effects and only minor fatigue. Walking ranges
were limited to around 100 m [13].
In Japan, the HAL-5 has been ambitiously developed to restore both upper and lower
limb functionality [14]. In addition to the standard DC motor actuation and a host of
sensors (including potentiometers, ground reaction force, a gyroscope, and
accelerometers), the HAL-5 can receive intention signals from electromyography (EMG)
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electrodes on the legs. EMG electrodes evaluate and record the electrical activity
produced by skeletal muscles. Therefore, the HAL-5 can augment insufficient motor
function in the event of an incomplete SCI, although it may take up to two months to
optimally calibrate EMG control for specific users [15]. Battery life is estimated at
approximately 160 minutes [8].
Exoskeletons are currently one of the most promising interventions for restoring walking
after injury. However, the current technology has limitations. Actuators can be noisy and
unsightly, and can generate limited torques inefficiently. Perhaps the solution relies on
electroactive polymers that change size and shape when stimulated by an electric field
and can thus mimic muscle force generation [16]. Both passive and powered orthoses
must be custom built for each user, increasing production time and cost. The orthosis
must be strong and lightweight. These properties often require exotic materials such as
titanium and carbon fibre that make pricing prohibitive. The Bionics REX from New
Zealand began international sales in 2011 and currently retails for 150,000 NZD. One of
the greatest limitations for powered exoskeletons is power usage. Current performance
is limited by battery capacity and the weight of batteries and orthosis.

B I OLOGI C A LLY I NS P I R E D S OLU T I ONS

Through millions of years of evolution, the body has developed robust control systems
to successfully transverse through a variety of terrains. Even after injury, the body
retains some latent functionality. By offloading some engineering legwork onto retained
functions, we may be able to restore functionality sooner than with purely engineered
solutions. Understanding and emulating biological systems may our best chance to
restore practical walking function.
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C E N TR A L P A TTE R N G E N E R A TOR
The biological control systems we are trying to emulate are very complex. All cyclical
movements in the body (e.g., breathing, chewing, walking) originate from an oscillating
neural circuit named the central pattern generator (CPG). Detailed network structures in
two invertebrates, lamprey and Xenopus tadpole, have illustrated mechanisms
regarding CPG swimming function and modulation [17, 18]. However, less is known
about the neural circuitry of the walking CPG in vertebrates. It is known that the CPG is
capable of rhythmic activity independent of supraspinal centers or sensory feedback.
Also, it can be activated and maintained by tonic descending excitation from the
midbrain locomotor region (MLR), which presumably equates to the desire to walk [19].
Experiments in both man [20, 21] and spinalized cat (cats that have undergone spinal
transections that interrupt nerve signals to the legs) [22] have shown that many
independent CPGs can vary their rates independently when each leg walks with a unique
cadence. Transverse sectioning at different spinal levels has localized the walking CPG to
a distribution in the lumbar-sacral spinal cord (between L3-S1) in cats [23]. Rostral
regions have a greater capacity for rythmogenesis than caudal locations in isolation,
implying a gradient of rythmogenesis capabilities [24]. Dorsal-ventrally, there is little
disagreement that all CPG components in the mammal are located in the ventral horn of
the spinal cord [25, 26]. Also, there is little disagreement that the CPG consists of two
main components: intrinsic timing and sensory feedback.
I NT RI NSI C T I M I NG
Initially, Sherrington discovered that reflex stepping can be elicited in chronic spinalized
cats, implying that locomotor movements could be produced from spinal centers [27,
28]. Later, Brown proposed a neuronal model to explain the alternating activation of
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flexor and extensor motor pools (intrinsic timing) [29]. This model consisted of two halfcenters (populations of excitatory interneurons) being excited by a common excitatory
drive and coupled with reciprocal inhibition. Oscillations between half-centers were
caused by the eventual fatigue of the active half-center. Initially, views were divided
regarding whether movements resulted from reflex chains or some intrinsic timing [30,
31]. In the 1970s it was identified that simultaneous intrinsic timing and sensory
feedback were important [32].
The first spinal circuitry with these predicted properties was discovered by Lundberg et
al. after administration of a noradrenergic precursor called L-DOPA produced bursts of
alternating flexor and contralateral extensor responses upon stimulation of flexor reflex
afferents [33, 34]. However, normal locomotor activity patterns were not seen until
sensory information was added to the preparations [35].
Real locomotion was first produced in spinalized decerebrate (the cerebral cortex and
the nuclei situated in front of the base of the subcortex have been surgically removed)
cats which were administered clonidine (a noadrenergic receptor agonist) and received
simultaneous sensory input from treadmill walking [36]. The cats adapted to the belt
speed. Later, load-bearing treadmill walking (after training) was shown in chronic
spinalized cats without drug administration [37, 38].
More complex models are currently being used to explain a number of new
experimental observations [39]. When synaptic inhibition is blocked, synchronized
oscillations remain [24, 35, 40]. This implies that the half-centers have endogenous
rhythm without the need for the reciprocal inhibitory coupling fatigue mechanism. This
inhibitory coupling is likely important for proper locomotion patterns with alternating
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stepping. Two-layer CPG models of varying complexities have been proposed comprised
of a rhythm generating layer and a pattern formation layer [39, 41-44]. The pattern
formation layer activates synergistic motor pools according to incoming sensory
information.
S E NSO RY F E E DB AC K
Sensory feedback modifies the activation patterns and timings of the CPG in response to
changing conditions during walking. The effects of sensory input are gated to a specific
state within the step cycle [45, 46]. Sensory feedback can modify the magnitudes of
burst activity [47-49]. It can also affect the onset and offset of states within the step
cycle. In spinalized cats, sensory control of the stepping components coordinated
walking on a treadmill to different belt speeds [50]. There are a large variety of sensory
modalities present in the body. Of these, there are a few well studied proprioceptive
inputs that influence timings during the walking cycle such as hip angle, ground reaction
force, and cutaneous contact. In chronic spinalized cats, hip extension exceeding a
critical angle caused the stance to swing transition [51]. Grillner et al. showed that
feedback from proximal muscles played a role in adapting timing patterns. Force sensing
through Golgi tendon organs was critical for the stance-to-swing transition, as well [52].
An increased loading on the ankle extensors will increase activation of the extensors
resulting in positive feedback and preventing the onset of swing. Conversely, unloading
ankle extensors will cause a transition to swing. Cutaneous receptors can detect
collisions with the dorsum of the foot and increase activation of the knee flexion to
overcome an obstacle [53, 54]. Timing changes have not been observed in humans
possibly due to the negative consequences of suddenly switching phases during bipedal
gait [55].
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E V I D E NCE F O R A H U M AN CPG
Possible evidence for CPGs in humans was reported in 1950 by Kuhn after witnessing
involuntary spontaneous activity below the level of a spinal lesion [56]. However, it was
not clear with technologies available then whether the lesion was complete. The most
convincing evidence for a human CPG comes from application of electrical stimulation to
the dorsal side of the spinal cord below the lesion. Many groups have witnessed bursts
of EMG activity (which can resemble gait) in the lower limb muscles of people with
complete (total loss of sensorimotor function of the legs) spinal cord injury [57, 58].
Evidence for a human CPG is somewhat circumstantial, but definitely suggests a neural
circuit similar to what has been discovered in other species, although it is harder to
activate and may have an increased reliance on supraspinal centers.
M U S CL E S
Muscle tissue can be classified as skeletal, cardiac, or smooth. Skeletal muscles are
striated, usually under conscious control, and used in voluntary movement. Cardiac and
smooth muscles operate involuntarily in the heart and walls of internal organs (e.g.,
stomach, bladder, and blood vessels), respectively. Skeletal muscles are made of
repeating contractile elements (sarcomeres) that produce force when activated. The
number of parallel sarcomeres determines the amount of force produced. Within these
contractile elements are protein filaments called actin and myosin that slide past one
another. Myosin is a thick filament that contains a head that binds to actin. Adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) also binds to the head of myosin and provides the metabolic energy
for contraction. Muscles can be activated electrically or neurologically. When a stimulus
is converted to a mechanical response it is called excitation-contraction coupling [59].
When activated, muscle cells produce electrical potentials that can be recorded as
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electromyography (EMG). As more of the muscle becomes activated, more muscle fibers
produce action potentials at varying rates and amplitudes, producing typical EMG
waveforms.
There are two main types of skeletal muscle fibers: type 1 and type 2. Type 1 muscles
produce less force through aerobic respiration, but are more fatigue resistant. They are
used for long duration functions such as breathing or standing. Type 2 muscles can
generate large amounts of force but fatigue quickly. Type 2 muscles are used for lifting
heavy loads or sprinting.
Muscles undergo physiological changes after spinal cord injury. After loss of voluntary
motor function, muscle fibers below the lesion transform from slow twitch to fast twitch
due to inactivity [60, 61]. Additionally, the muscle fibers atrophy when they are not
used. Over time, the muscles of the lower limbs are almost completely converted into
fast twitch. Even with frequent electrical stimulation, movements have little endurance.
However, by using functional electrical stimulation (FES) for intense exercise, it is
possible to convert some fast twitch fibers into slower twitch fibers resulting in a morenormal muscle composition [62].
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I N TE R F A C ING TO THE B OD Y
Electrodes are the interface between electronics and the body. Electrodes convert
electronic current in the device into ionic current in the body and vice versa depending
on whether they are stimulating or recording. Each function, stimulating and recording,
has purpose-built electrodes.
S T I M U L AT I O N
The usefulness of neuroprosthetic devices relies on safe electrode operation [63].
Charge is injected into the tissue through electrodes at the electrode-tissue interface.
Electron flow is converted into ionic flow in the tissue through either capacitive or
faradic reactions. Capacitive reactions are more desirable because no chemical species
are created or consumed during the charge transfer. Faradic reactions allow for higher
levels of charge transfer but involve electrons traversing the interface, which either
oxidizes or reduces chemical species. If the chemical species remain close or adhere to
the electrode, the reaction can be reversed during the next charge phase [64]. If the
species repeatedly diffuse away from the interface, they can change the environment of
the tissue causing damage. Specifically, charge build-up leads to chemical reactions that
cause changes in tissue pH and the formation of gases and other compounds [65, 66].
Noble metals such as Pt and Pt-Ir alloys confine the faradic reaction to the electrode
surface and are called pseuocapacitive because the reaction can easily be reversed [63].
Poly(ethylenedioxythiophene) or PEDOT is a new conducting polymer that has the
possibility to modify the surface with active chemical compounds to increase its charge
capacity and biocompatibility [67]. Carbon nanotubes have high surface area, can
transfer large amounts of charge, and can also have their surface chemically modified
[68, 69].
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Current is delivered in pulses, with a typical pulse waveform having either one or two
phases with many variations [65]. Typically, the first phase is cathodal and can be
followed by an anodal phase in a biphasic waveform. The total amount of charge in each
phase is determined by the duration of the phase, pulse width, and the amplitude of the
current. The pulses are applied at a frequency that varies depending on the species and
tissue type being stimulated. In humans the stimulation frequency can range from > 20
Hz for stimulating muscle contractions to 130 Hz for deep brain stimulation [70, 71]. The
minimum threshold of charge density can vary from less than 1 µC/cm2 for intrafasicular
electrodes in the cat to > 100 µC/cm2 in the human retina [72, 73]. Current theory
suggests that safe stimulation levels for penetrating microelectrodes in the brain should
not exceed 2 nC/phase (800 µC/cm2) [74].
S U RF AC E E L E CT RO DE S
Surface electrodes deliver current through the surface of the skin to excite underlying
tissue. They can be applied quickly, are less invasive, and are generally safer than
penetrating microelectrodes. However, they are the less tissue specific and require
larger currents due to the current dissipation throughout the layers of tissue. High
current amplitudes might result in discomfort for the user as cutaneous pain afferents
become activated. Surface electrodes cannot reliably activate deep muscles and nerves.
I M P L ANT E D E LE C T RO DE S
Implantable electrodes are placed directly in contact with excitable tissue (often
through surgery). They can target specific tissues, including deep muscles, and need to
produce little current due to their close proximity to the target tissue. If the implanted
electrodes are percutaneous, their leads may be a source of failure or infection. The
design of implanted electrode systems is complicated. They have to withstand long
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durations in the body without electrode corrosion or mechanical failure. Often these
systems require wireless control and power to operate within the body. New
technologies, such as the Stim-Router, are able to transcutaneously transmit the current
required to stimulate a nerve through a capacitive link on either side of the skin [75].
The Stim-Router has been recently tested in a human volunteer to activate hand
function. Nerve cuff electrodes (electrodes within a flexible silicon band) are easier to
implant as they wrap around the nerve and do not penetrate the epineurium. However,
they may damage the nerve due to swelling from surgery even with good fit [76]. Some
microelectrode array implantations use pneumatic insertion with a controlled pulse of
highly pressurized air. Upon implantation, the sharpened electrode tips cut through and
displace tissue causing some inflammation and cell death [77].
R E C O RD I NG
Neural signals are recorded as voltage changes caused by ion movements in the
extracellular environment. Recorded action potentials typically range from 50 µV to over
700 µV in the central nervous system [78, 79]. Recording electrode impedance
measured at 1 kHz is typically 50 kohm to 1 Mohm, but will vary after implantation as
the connective tissue sheath forms. Although after implantation, impedance has been
shown to increase, it does not necessarily lead to a reduction in recording quality [65,
80]. The lack of stable single unit recordings has led to the pursuit of algorithms based
on information from multiunit recordings.
R E C O RD I NG E L E C T RODE S
Low impedance electrodes can also be used for recording electrical signals from the
body [63]. Sources of electrical signals include muscles (electromyography, EMG) or
nerves (electroneuography, ENG). Again, there are implantable and nonimplantable
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electrodes for recording with pros and cons similar to those of stimulation electrodes.
For instance, recording from an implanted electrode can provide specific information
about a single neuron or a few neighboring neurons whereas surface recording
produces ensemble activity from many spatially distributed sources. The largest
difference between recording and stimulation electrodes is the susceptibility of
recording electrodes to fail due to tissue encapsulation over time. Currently, the trend is
to increase the number of microelectrodes to increase the sampling of neuronal
populations. The discussion here focuses on implantable electrodes for single unit
recording.
Utah electrode arrays are now recording viable neural signals in the cortex for up to
1000 days [81]. Novel electrode substrates are currently being explored to minimize the
mismatch in mechanical properties between the soft tissue and typically rigid electrodes
[82]. The two most common implanted microelectrodes are the Utah array and the
Michigan Probe. The Utah array has up to 100 electrodes in a bed-of-nails configuration
on a silicon substrate [83, 84]. The Michigan Probe uses etching and microfabrication
technologies to create a planar electrode with multiple recording sites along the shank
[85].
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T I SSU E R E SP O NSE T O I M P L ANT E D E L EC T RODE S
Implanted electrodes cause insertion trauma and foreign body responses of the tissue to
the electrode or motion of the electrode [86, 87]. Tethering of the electrode array also
causes elevated tissue responses [88, 89]. Unique electrode designs have been used to
increase the amalgamation between the neurons and the electrode. Some electrodes
contain holes through which axons are supposed to grow and neurotropic agents to
promote their growth [90, 91]. The holes are also designed to increase stability of the
array by holding it in place with connective tissue.
Similar to other foreign body responses, the neural response to an implanted electrode
consists of encapsulating the electrode in a tissue sheath. Over time meningeal
fibroblasts, macrophages, and reactive astrocytes all form part of the sheath [92]. The
sheath is completed as early as six weeks post-implantation and remains for the
duration of the implant [77]. The sheath is approximately 50–100 µm thick around the
insertion site [93]. Dexamethasone, an anti-inflammatory agent, can control reactive
responses around an implanted electrode [94]. The mechanism of recording loss is not
clear, but may be due to electrical insulation, reduction in ion diffusion, or increased
distance to the neuron [95, 96]. Electrode interfacing remains one the more difficult
problems in neuroprosthetics.
F U N C TION A L E L EC TR IC A L S TIM U LA TION (FES)
Functional electrical stimulation (FES) technologies restore limited function. FES can
utilize biological functions that remain after injury but are otherwise inaccessible to the
injured person. FES uses electrical currents applied into the extracellular space to
depolarize the cell membrane of excitable tissues to produce muscle contractions. Most
often, stimulation is applied to nerves rather than the muscle itself, which produces
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more complete activation of the muscle fibers with lower current levels [97]. The
strength and duration of the current pulse controls the number of activated nerve
fibers. Activation order relies on the diameter of the nerve fiber. Larger diameter nerve
fibers are more easily activated by FES. Primary sensory afferents and the motor nerves
that innervate Type 2 muscles are the first to be activated. With the recruitment of fastfatigable motor units, high intensity FES used for restoring walking can cause muscle
fatigue after as little as one minute of stimulation [98].
FES can also produce secondary health benefits to the user including increased muscle
mass, improvements in cardiovascular health, and increased bone density [62, 99]. FES
has been used to restore many impaired functions including arm and hand control,
breathing, bladder/bowel function, and standing/walking ability [100-102]. I focus on
the applications to restore standing and walking.
FES F O R S T AND I NG A ND W AL K I NG
There are relatively few FES devices for restoring standing and walking functions despite
the first recorded functional electrically stimulated standing over 50 years ago [103].
Around the same time, Liberson et al. created the first FES foot drop device to dorsiflex
the ankle during the swing phase for people that had weakness after hemiplegia [104].
The majority of FES systems currently in use utilize stimulation or control techniques
from these original devices. Unfortunately, most FES walking systems require high
energy expenditure from the user and permit only a slow speed of gait and small
walking range. Initially it was discovered that patterned stimulation through the flexion
withdrawal reflex and the quadriceps could improve hemiplegic gait [105]. Kralj et al.
also successfully applied this system to many people with SCI [98]. The microelectronics
required for FES devices have steadily become smaller and more powerful, allowing the
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devices to become more portable and flexible. One of the first uses of multichannel FES
to restore walking was in 1979 by Strojnik et al., where six channels produced gait
patterns in people with complete paraplegia [106]. More recently, the Parastep from
Kralj et al. employed the same basic principles with four or six channels of surface
stimulation activated by hand switches [107]. The Parastep still requires the user to
depend on a walker for stability and an AFO to control the ankle joint. It has been
successfully used by over 750 people to stand and to walk short distances. One of the
main disadvantages of the Parastep is that surface stimulation does not reach the deep
muscles. An attempt to access deeper muscles and improve reliability employed an
implanted FES system with percutaneous electrodes [108]. However during daily use,
many of the electrodes failed due to lead breakage and development of the system was
abandoned. The Cleveland Group is currently testing an implantable system using 16
channels of implanted intramuscular electrodes and a walker for stability. Standing
performance is 10 minutes in people with complete SCI and reciprocal gait is possible
[109]. Two other implanted devices built by other groups were also abandoned [110,
111].
H Y B RI D FES SY ST E M S
Some FES systems use an orthosis to control undesirable movements, limit the degrees
of freedom during walking, and provide additional body weight support [9, 109, 112,
113]. Orthoses that additionally support the lower back provide increased trunk stability
which may be deficient depending on the level of the SCI. The Parastep is considered a
hybrid FES system because it utilizes a pair of AFOs to prevent foot drop. Orthoses have
moderately decreased energy expenditure compared to FES alone [9, 114]. However,
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improvements have not been substantial enough for widespread clinical adoption of the
devices.
S P I NAL S T I M U L AT I O N
Early use of electrical stimulation of the spinal cord focused on alleviating pain and
treating multiple sclerosis (MS). Unfortunately, eagerness to live up to expectations
produced results that blurred the boundaries of good scientific practice. Part of the
difficultly was objectively evaluating the efficacy of spinal FES in alleviating pain and
other symptoms associated with MS when the performance criteria were qualitative.
Evidence slowly began to mount against the efficacy of these treatments and interest
began to wane in the early 1980s [115]. Today’s research focuses on obtaining
Seligman’s fantastical objective of “[playing] the nervous system like some grand,
multidimensional instrument (Sherrington’s enchanted loom) under prosthetic control”
[115]. Slowly, we are realizing Seligman’s fantastic goal [115].
A promising form of spinal stimulation is epidural stimulation, where electrical currents
are thought to enhance activity of previously silent spared neural circuits or promote
plasticity. The main benefit of epidural stimulation is using latent spinal sensorimotor
circuitry to control walking. Epidural stimulation in combination with weight bearing
treadmill training has been shown to decrease the sense of effort of stepping and
increase walking speed in a subject with incomplete SCI [116]. Recently, epidural
stimulation has allowed one man with complete absence of motor function to stand,
produce locomotor-like movements, and gain some voluntary control of leg movements
after treadmill training [117]. Although tonic activation of the spinal cord produced
locomotor-like movements, load bearing stepping has not been produced in people with
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complete SCI. Additionally, more precise control of the different phases of the step cycle
would be required to adapt to unique tasks such as stair ascent and decent.
I N TR A S PIN AL M IC R OS TIM U L A TION (ISMS)
Intraspinal microstimulation (ISMS) is a form of electrical stimulation that uses fine wires
implanted into the ventral horn of the spinal cord to elicit specific movements. The tips
of the wires are deinsulated and implanted from the dorsal side of the spinal cord to
target the motor pools in the ventral horn. Early work with cats implanted electrodes
into the dorsal and intermediate regions and primarily caused flexion withdrawals and
paw shakes consistent with sensory perception, but was unable to produce extensor
responses [118]. Later, implantation in the ventral horn produced both extensor and
flexor responses. In chronically spinalized and acutely implanted cats (after spinalization,
cats recovered and were then implanted during a terminal experiment weeks later), low
level tonic stimulation caused bilateral stepping movements capable of generating up to
56% of load bearing force [119]. Additionally, tonic stepping speed adapted to varying
treadmill speeds implying afferent input is still present during ISMS [120].
According to models, the electrical stimulation directly activates approximately a 1 mm
diameter region around the tip [121, 122]. Therefore, each electrode should minimize
the overlapping of activation regions (> 2mm separation distance) [123]. However,
distances of up to 17 mm rostral and caudal are activated through antidromic
conduction of sensory afferents [124]. At lower stimulation amplitudes (< 100 µA) the 1a
sensory afferents are activated first [124]. At higher stimulation amplitudes that would
be used for walking (> 100 µA), motorneurons, interneurons, and fibers-in-passage are
additionally recruited [124]. ISMS is likely activating muscles indirectly through synapses
due to the time jitter on activation onset caused by the variable conduction through a
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synapse [125]. The electrical stimulation is thought to primarily activate axon-hillocks or
the cell bodies of neurons [126]. ISMS uses much less (an order of magnitude) current
than some other forms of stimulation to produce movements [125].
Although there are examples of applying ISMS to restore bladder function or produce
upper limb movements, I focus on its ability to restore walking function [127-129]. By
patterning ISMS stimulation across multiple electrodes, sequential muscle activations
are assembled into a walking pattern. The wires are implanted in a relatively small
region of approximately 3 cm rostral-caudally in cats and 5 cm in humans. Within this
region, all movements required for a walking cycle are located. There are a number of
proposed benefits to using ISMS which might outweigh the difficulty of successful
implantation.
B E NE F I T S O F ISMS
The first benefit of ISMS is that muscle activation is smoothly graded. Other forms of
stimulation have a dependence on distance from the motor point to the electrode which
can result in unpredictable force recruitment [130]. As stimulation currents are
increased, the force production from activated muscles follows linearly for much of the
recruitment curve [131]. Well-developed linear control algorithms could be utilized to
control force production. However, maximal twitch forces of single electrodes are
between 1.3–73% of the maximal twitch force from whole nerve stimulation [132].
Because whole nerve stimulation activates more axons, an increased number of ISMS
electrodes would be required to produce maximum muscular contraction. With tetanic
contractions, ISMS force production is similar to nerve cuff stimulation [133].
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A second benefit of ISMS is the fatigue resistance of the elicited movements compared
with other forms of electrical stimulation. Initial studies on the muscle twitch speed of
the lower hind limb muscles showed the possibility of obtaining a natural recruitment
order [132]. While natural order is not guaranteed, it is more likely than in other
stimulation modalities for some muscles. There are numerous examples of ISMS
producing fatigue resistant movements [134]. The relevance of this benefit might
depend on the ability of the muscle fiber to transform during electrical stimulation. In
rats, Bamford et al. showed that similar numbers of fast-to-slow twitch muscle fiber
transformations were caused by ISMS and nerve cuff stimulation [135]. Fatigue
resistance can be increased additionally by interleaving the stimulation frequency of
electrodes activating a common muscle, but the efficacy of this modification is
debatable [123, 136].
Few electrodes can produce all the movements required for bilateral walking. The
complete walking cycle was originally thought to require between 100–200 electrodes
[136]. Later, Mushahwar et al. successfully demonstrated locomotor-like movements
using two electrodes per side in acutely implanted cats [118]. The pairs of electrodes
would activate either a flexor or an extensor synergy. Synergies are groups of muscles
that when activated produce a co-ordinated multijoint movement [137, 138]. Synergies
allow one electrode to simultaneously activate many muscles. The existence of
synergistic movements has been verified in chronically implanted cats [139]. Recently,
we have used as few as four electrodes per side to produce functional overground
walking. However, redundant electrodes are implanted to produce stronger movements
with lower currents.
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A C U T E ISMS D E V EL O P ME NT
Initial ISMS research explored the layout of the motor pool maps in the spinal cord. The
objective was to locate regions where hind limb muscles could be reliably activated in
isolation. The first studies developed coarse mapping by electrophysiolgical means of
the main flexors and extensors of the knee and ankle [126]. The first locomotor-like
movements were obtained in 2002; bilateral movements were achieved with two
electrodes per side [118]. Also, in this study feedback control of a single ankle joint using
a proportional-derivative controller was shown. Next, closed loop control of standing
was implemented by monitoring joint angles and ground reaction forces to prolong
standing duration [134]. ISMS has recently been acutely implanted to restore walking in
intact anaesthetized cats for distances of over 800 m. The experiments were terminated
at a predefined number of trials but the cats could have walked farther.
In acutely implanted cats anaesthetized with sodium pentabarbitol, decerebration and
subsequent removal of anaesthetic did not produce any changes in the force produced
by quadriceps [136]. In later papers, however, the issue was debated [126]. One paper
reported a significant increase between threshold stimulation currents of the
intermediate region in aneasthetized and decerebrate cat preparations [125].
Unfortunately in this paper, after decerebration, movement directions changed
resulting in a preponderance of flexion movements.
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C HRO NI C ISMS D E V E L O P ME NT
Chronic implantation of ISMS electrodes in cats has proven to be difficult. Following
implantation in intact cats, some cats experienced partial paralysis which healed after 2–
6 weeks [139]. Over two-thirds of the electrodes chronically implanted retained their
initial functions for at least two weeks [139]. During this period it is unclear what
happens to motor thresholds. Two studies that employed stainless steel electrodes
reported an initial doubling of stimulation thresholds during the first 10 days [118, 139].
However, a more recent study in chronically implanted rats noticed a 50% reduction in
threshold after 30 days of implantation with Pt-Ir electrodes [135]. The effect might be
species dependent or it might result from differences in electrode material. Chronic
implantation did not cause neural die-off over the 30 days although an elevated
macrophage and microglia response surrounded 200 µm of the implantation site [135].
During chronic stimulation in both cats and rats, there have been no signs of discomfort
or permanent functional deficits [118, 135, 139].
Three cats were spinalized and allowed to recover [140]. A decerebration and
implantation was performed weeks later during a terminal experiment. One animal
bilaterally stepped on a treadmill for 40 consecutive steps and, later, a control rule was
used to initiate the flexion phase. This was the first example of whole limb control
during ISMS stepping.
C ON TR OL
Essentially, we sought to produce a control algorithm than emulated the CPG. The
algorithm was intended to have the capability of advancing through walking states
according to preset times, but it can also skip states according to sensory information.
Guevremont et al. found that the most effective control method to produce overground
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walking involved a combination of open and closed loop control [141]. Also, sensory
feedback contributed significantly to stable walking when central activation levels were
low [142]. There are also approaches that further mimic the neural physiology by using
integrate-and-fire models of neurons in the control algorithm but they will not be
discussed further [143].
OPEN LOOP
The goal of the control algorithm is to reproduce natural sensorimotor performance as
closely as possible. Most walking neuroprosthetics like the Parastep use open loop (OL)
control to produce stepping once stepping is initiated by the user through push buttons.
Open loop control does not respond to feedback and behaves in a preprogramed
manner. In the case of state-based control, open loop control will advance through
states according to preset timings and is thus easier to implement. However, OL control
cannot respond to perturbations in the body (such as muscle fatigue) or in the external
environment (such as obstacles). As such, it is less practical for activities of daily life.
C L O SED L O O P
Closed loop control methods can adapt their output to near real time input from
sensors. While more difficult to implement, these control methods provide the ability to
adapt to perturbations. Most complex walking systems, such as the exoskeletons, make
extensive use of closed loop control. In exoskeletons, a large number of sensors are
required to provide enough information to control up to 22 degrees of freedom during
walking [98]. For example, the BLEEX uses 16 accelerometers and eight joint angle
encoders to provide continuous information about each leg joint. New gait phase
detection systems using combinations of sensors—gyroscopes for foot angular velocity
and multiple force sensors on the foot to produce reliable event detection for control of
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walking [144]. Often, thresholds are chosen by hand, but machine learning techniques
might automate this process [145].
F I NI T E S T AT E C O NT RO L
Finite state control (FSC) simplifies the interpretation and control of many sensors and
electrodes, respectively [146]. Each state contains defined behaviour and a deterministic
sequence. FSC has since been implemented in many neuroprosthetics to restore walking
after SCI [147, 148]. The states can either be manually defined by the engineer or
automatically with computer learning [149, 150]. Some improvements to FSC have
included fuzzy logic and intention detection. Fuzzy logic might eventually blur the
boundaries between states [151]. Additional layers of control might include intention
detection [12].
Accurate sensory information is paramount for detecting gait events. Since sensory
information is interpreted only in regard to the active state, FSC is more robust to event
misdetection and sensory errors. Overall, finite state control has been successfully used
to restore function in systems with fluctuations in sensory information and complex
outputs [152].
F E E D B A CK F R OM N A TU R A L S E NS OR S
External sensors such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, potentiometers, and force sensors
have disadvantages. They take time to don and doff, they require calibration, and they
are unsightly. The next developmental leap in sensory information will come from
decoding information from sensory afferents within the body. These natural sensors can
provide a host of different sensory modalities, including proprioception. They can be
accessed in a variety of locations, including the brain, spinal cord, peripheral nerves, or
even muscle. Unfortunately, their signals are usually accessed by invasive means.
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Recordings from an implanted nerve cuff on the sural nerve provides sensory
information about foot contact with the ground. This information has been used to
detect the onset of swing in the ActiGate foot drop stimulator [153]. EMG can also be
used to signal muscle activation, but such technologies would only be useful for people
with incomplete injuries who are capable of some muscle activation. Additionally, EMG
signals from muscles that are above the level of the spinal injury might provide control
signals [154, 155].
In monkeys, recordings from the motor and premotor cortex have been used as
feedback to compare intended movements with actual arm movements [156]. Further
development using monkeys has led to the cortical control of robotic arms and has even
allowed people with tetraplegia to control computer cursors [81]. Although excellent
work is being done on decoding cortical signals, the signals could only provide intention
and not periphery sensing after SCI.
S I NGL E U NI T R E C O RD I NGS
Spikes and the various sub-bands of field potentials contain information related to the
ongoing sensorimotor process of animals. Single units are extracellular recordings of
action potentials and are considered major contributors to field potentials [157]. Field
potentials can be divided into low (< 2 Hz), medium (2–30 Hz), or high (30–400 Hz)
frequency bands [158]. High frequency field potentials contain multiunit activity due to
the presence of low frequency components of single units. Earlier studies failed to reach
consensus about what was the most informative signal: low frequency field potential in
Mehring et al. and multiunit activity in Stark and Abeles [159, 160]. In a more recent
study, Bansal et al. (2011) found that single unit recordings were the preferred signal for
decoding sensorimotor information to control brain-computer interfaces [161].
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S P I K E P RO CE SSI NG
Our work has focused on using information from single units. However, before the
information is available, two processing steps must be completed: spike sorting and
decoding. Spike sorting separates voltages originating from single neurons in spike
trains. The spike trains are then processed to deliver sensorimotor information.
Assigning the source of an action potential to a single neuron may be difficult due to
high levels of background noise or because other closely located neurons may produce
action potentials of similar shape and size [162]. Since neurons in close proximity might
not transmit similar information, spike sorting is required for uncontaminated
information. The simplest technique to separate an action potential from background
noise is to use a threshold to discriminate the larger amplitude of the spike. Although
easy to implement, this technique might not achieve adequate discrimination. More
advanced sorting methods isolate action potentials based on the shape of the
waveform. Feature sorting uses a minimal set of features that yield good discrimination,
such as peak-to-peak voltage or duration of the spike [163, 164]. Principle component
analysis automates the selection of features to create a set of basis vectors along the
directions of the largest variations in the data set [165]. When the action potentials are
assigned locations in feature space, clusters of waveforms with similar features will
form. Each cluster represents a unique shape and likely originates from a unique
neuron. A simple approach to assigning a waveform to a cluster is to minimize the
Euclidean distance between the waveform and the mean of the data within that cluster
[166]. More complex methods such as Bayesian clustering and classification use
statistical methods and can quantify the certainty of correct spike sorting [167]. Smart
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sorting algorithms can compensate for many recording issues such as electrode drift or
non-stationary background noise [162].
The firing rate of spikes carries a significant portion of the neural information compared
to precise spike timings [168]. There are a number of methods to accurately calculate
firing rates using custom kernels [169, 170]. However, such advanced models have failed
to generate large differences in prosthetic decoding performance [168, 171]. To date,
most decoding algorithms use a linear mapping between a kinematic parameter and a
neural firing rate. The most common methods are population vectors, linear decoders,
and Kalman filters [172] [173, 174]. If the parameter does not behave linearly, the
neural signals might be discarded, which underutilizes the available data set. Luckily,
muscle receptors that provide proprioceptive information behave linearly over a certain
range of lengths [175].
R E C O RD I NGS F RO M T HE D O RSAL R O O T G ANGL I A
The dorsal root ganglia (DRG) contain the cell bodies of the sensory afferents innervated
at a specific spinal level. Initial multisite chronic recording techniques within the DRG
were developed by Loeb et al. and Prochazka et al. [176, 177]. The recorded spikes can
then be decoded to provide an estimation of the limb endpoint in space, which can be
used as feedback during stepping. Recordings from single neurons do not provide
adequate information about whole limb proprioception. Initial decoding of
proprioceptive afferents was produced from compiling separate recordings [178-180].
Using implanted Utah arrays, we can record from a variety of sensory modalities within
a small region.
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Ayogi et al. were the first to acutely implant a Utah array into the DRG to record
simultaneously from many sensory afferents of anaesthetized intact cats [181]. Later,
they postprocessed recordings made during passive limb movements and decoded the
hind limb position from collections of neurons in the DRG [173, 182]. Additionally, they
showed that limb end point expressed in polar coordinates with respect to the hip was
well correlated to firing rates, and thus well represented in the DRG. This is not unique,
as recordings from cells in the motor cortex and the dorsal spinocerebellar tract also
describe movements in terms of a limb endpoint [183, 184].
Similar techniques were used to decode limb position offline in chronically implanted
freely walking cats [185]. Amazingly, a small number of neurons (6–8) could account for
over 80% of the variance in limb position [182]. Decoding was also reliable over a range
of walking speeds (0.12–0.5 m/s) and was possible in the presence of stimulation
artifacts from ISMS.
More complex decoding algorithms have also been tested offline using sensory
information from the DRG. A state space decoding algorithm was implemented in DRG
recordings and it produced a significant increase in decoding performance for some
kinematic parameters but not all [186]. Also, a nonlinear neuro-fuzzy algorithm
improved decoding performance while not adding significant computation cost to the
linear regression decoding, although initial model learning was more difficult [187].
In addition to implanting for walking feedback, in Bruns et al. recording arrays that
contained sensory afferents for the bladder were implanted in the DRG [188]. They were
successfully able to identify and linearly correlate single units to bladder pressure. In
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addition to recording, the DRG may be stimulated to produce somatosensory feedback
for a neuroprosthetic device user [189-191].
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D ISSERTATIO N

SUMMARY AND OUTLINE

The overall goal of my project was to develop technologies that could be used in a
neuroprosthetic device to restore walking in people with paraplegia. The main
components of any control system are the controller, the effectors, and the sensors. Our
approach sought to utilize physiological principles and design technologies that could
interface with the body. My studies developed a new biologically inspired technology for
each of the system components. We aimed to be able to implant this neuroprosthetic
system in a very small region of the spinal cord during a single surgery.

C HA P T ER 2

The thesis begins by developing a finite state control algorithm that mimics a biological
CPG. The control algorithm uses a combination of intrinsic timing and sensory feedback
to produce overground walking in an intact anaesthetized cat. It was built to serve as
the foundation for the following studies with modular sensory and effector components.
The initial sensors were external sensors attached to the hind limb and movements
were produced through intramuscular stimulation. This study verified that such a
controller could generate closed loop bilateral overground walking.
A version of chapter 2 has been published in the Journal of Neural Engineering. My
contributions comprised 80% of the software design and implementation, collection of
data during experiments, analyses of data; in addition, I wrote the paper (with the
exception of the introduction) and created the figures.

C HA P T ER 3

The next stage in development replaced intramuscular stimulation with a potentially
more advantageous technique, intraspinal microstimulation. Again, in a similar
experimental setup, the controller (developed in the first study) activated a custom 16-
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channel stimulator to produce overground walking. This was the first demonstration of
ISMS overground walking to date. The walking proved to be extremely fatigue-resistant
with some cats walking for a distance of over 800 m.
Chapter 3 has been targeted toward Nature. My contributions comprised software
design and implementation, data collection during experiments, analyses of data; also, I
wrote paper and created the figures.

C HA P T ER 4

The final stage completely internalized the system. External sensors attached to hind
limbs were replaced by recordings from the dorsal root ganglia. As a proof-of-principle,
recording arrays were implanted unilaterally in the DRG and the cat unilaterally stepped
on either a walkway or a treadmill. Predictions of the limb endpoint in space were made
in real time even in the presence of stimulation artifacts from the ISMS. These
predictions were successfully used to activate a closed loop rule that limited backward
hyperextension.
Chapter 4 has been targeted toward the Journal of Neural Engineering. My contributions
comprised software design and implementation, collection of data during experiments,
analyses of data, writing the paper, and creating the figures.

C HA P T ER 5

The thesis concludes with future directions for a fully implantable neuroprosthetic
device and discusses some of the limitations with the current technologies.
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I NTRODUCTIO N

The ability to walk is developed at an early age in most legged species. In vertebrates, a
specific pattern of alternating activation of flexor and extensor muscles is generated
through the spinal cord to provide sufficient force and appropriate movements
necessary for locomotion (Brown, 1914). During walking, lower limb movements must
be coordinated to produce patterns of swing and stance while maintaining balance. The
principal mechanisms underlying the generation and control of locomotion have been
studied in detail in animals such as cats (Grillner, 1985; Conway et al., 1987; Burke et
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al., 2001; Hiebert and Pearson, 1999; Prilutsky et al., 1996; Grillner and Zangger, 1979)
and lampreys (Grillner and Matsushima, 1991; Islam et al., 2006; Mentel et al., 2006;
Archambault et al., 2001).
The spinal central pattern generators (CPG), located in the cervical and lumbar
enlargements, are responsible for the bilateral rhythmic outputs activating flexor and
extensor muscles in the upper and lower extremities (Yamaguchi, 2004). Other
important locomotor centres are located in the midbrain locomotor region. CPGs
controlling functions such as swallowing and breathing are also located in the brain stem
(Dick et al., 1993). The CPG controlling locomotion in the lower extremities is thought to
be located in the lumbosacral region of the spinal cord where descending signals from
the brain as well as afferent feedback are integrated to generate muscle activation
patterns observed during walking (Kiehn, 2006). The CPG utilizes feed forward control
(defined as open loop control) using predefined timing values to establish a timing
pattern (McCrea and Rybak, 2007). Spinal and supraspinal centres process the sensory
feedback signals to adjust the output of the CPG (defined as closed loop control). This
feedback allows the CPG to adjust its output based on external (e.g. environmental) and
internal (e.g. fatigue) perturbations. Support for the existence of the CPG comes from
the observations of rhythmic walking movements after low thoracic spinalization in cats
and after spinal cord injury (SCI) in humans (Hultborn and Nielsen, 2007).
Individuals with SCI may lose the ability to walk due to damaged neural communication
between the brain and locomotor CPG. People with incomplete SCI retain some residual
neural connections and often may be able to walk with impairments. If the SCI is
complete, the individual loses all functionality and control of the lower extremities.
Attempts have been made to restore locomotion through functional electrical
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stimulation (FES) (Kobetic et al., 1997; Thrasher and Popovic, 2008). The systems
available restore only limited standing and gait function, and require user input to
determine the stimulation patterns. In addition, the systems do not contain sensory
feedback to respond to changes in the environment.
The proposed control algorithm in this work applied a complex state-system to produce
feedback controlled locomotion patterns across several joints. The application of statebased control for walking neuroprostheses was first proposed by Tomovic and Mcghee
(1966), a few years after Mealy and Moore published some of the first state-based
automata (Mealy, 1955). Since Tomovic and Mcghee, state-based control, while
common in other fields of engineering, has only been implemented with limited state
spaces or with single joint control in walking neuroprostheses (Crago et al., 1996).
Recent work by Quintero et al. (2010) has shown that state-based control of quadriceps
stimulation and orthoses can restore walking by using 4 states to sequentially activate
the legs. Currently, most state-based FES walking systems do not utilize sensory
feedback (Sweeney et al., 2000). In addition to a larger state space and multi-joint
sensory feedback control, the controller developed as part of the present work can be
reconfigured to elicit several types of locomotion using the same framework (eg.
running).
Other locomotion controllers have been developed which attempt to restore complete
gait function by emulating the functionality of the CPG (Guevremont et al., 2007b). The
goal of such systems is to restore locomotion while requiring minimal conscious effort to
operate and generate sufficient forces to support body weight. The controller designed
by Guevremont et al (2007a) used IF-THEN statements to determine the intramuscular
stimulation (IMS) patterns in selected hind limb muscles of cats. Open loop or closed
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loop control were implemented individually for determining the transition between a
swing and stance state. Open loop control used intrinsic timing as feed forward control
to determine the swing and stance state transitions. Closed loop control used sensory
feedback information to perform these same transitions. Each control paradigm had its
limitations, and a combined controller was briefly tested and showed promising results
for producing safe over-ground walking. Prochazka et al (2002) demonstrated the utility
of open and closed loop control during locomotion in their computer model of a cat.
Sensory feedback was also shown to be important in computer simulations of stepping
(Ekeberg and Pearson, 2005). Another controller implemented by Vogelstein et al (2008)
configured a silicon neural network to emulate functions of the CPG by controlling the
movements of several hind limb joints. This controller only used closed loop control to
determine transitions between swing and stance but was one of the first neuromorphic
devices to instantiate a functional CPG in vivo. Although it was successful at restoring
locomotion in an anaesthetized cat, the controller would occasionally become trapped
in undesirable states during stance and swing transitions which effectively stopped the
over-ground walking. These limitations again emphasized the need for a combined open
and closed loop controller and led to the development of the present system which
features a larger and more comprehensive state system for precision rule-based control.
Therefore, the goal of this study was to develop a physiologically-based control
algorithm capable of using intrinsic timing and sensory feedback to control multiple
joints in the lower extremities for producing safer over-ground walking than that
obtained with an open loop controller. Such a controller was deemed successful if it
produced a sufficient level of load bearing force, maintained natural ranges of motion,
and successfully traversed an over-ground walkway. The algorithm can easily be
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translated into a silicon chip capable of using a variety of input and output modalities of
which certain components have been implemented (Mazurek et al., 2010; Mazurek and
Etienne-Cummings, 2011). This paper describes the proposed locomotion control
algorithm and the results of its implementation in vivo. The locomotion controller
allowed for comparing two configurations: an open loop controller and a hybrid-CPG
controller. The success of each controller depended on its ability to restore over-ground
walking while overcoming internal and external perturbations. We hypothesized that
the hybrid-CPG would produce more successful over-ground trials compared to the
open loop controller. Additionally, the hybrid-CPG controller might generate more steps
with adequate load bearing force and these steps would have more natural ranges-ofmotion. Direct comparisons of the efficacy of the controllers were made through
analysis of parameters such as body weight support, walking speed, and limb
kinematics.

M ETHODS

L OC OM OT I ON C ONT R OL A LGOR I T HM

The locomotion control algorithm was designed as a framework for configuring different
implementations of open and closed loop control to shape the output stimulation
waveforms. The algorithm consisted of three main components: the control logic, the
sensory rules, and the stimulation output. These three components are depicted in
figure 2-1.
The control logic (figure 2-1A) contained a programmable state system where
transitions between each state were intrinsically timed (in the form of timing rules). The
control logic activated multiple joints (ankle, hip, and knee) in the lower extremities in
an appropriate pattern to generate walking movements and supportive forces. Sensory
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information (figure 2-1B) adjusted the transitions between certain states and ensured
the correct state was active based on the position of the lower limbs. The ‘active state’
was defined as the state that the control logic was currently executing. Each state
contained information about which sensory rules were enabled during that phase of the
step cycle. The algorithm was configured to have M sensory rules where the limit of the
value of M was constrained to the resources available in the system (such as the number
of sensory signals, resources for digitizing the signals, etc.). Associated with each rule
(timing or sensory) was a ‘destination state’ which would become the new ‘active state’
if that rule were activated (figure 2-1A). The rules were organized in a predetermined
priority to ensure proper state transitions in the event that two rules were activated
simultaneously.
The stimulation output waveforms (figure 2-1C) allowed for increases or decreases in
muscle activity by modulating amplitudes after each state transition. Each state
corresponded to a specific set of stimulation parameters for all output stimulation
channels. These parameters included whether the channel was active or inactive, the
stimulation amplitude, the pulse width, and the stimulation frequency. The control logic
produced the output stimulation waveform according to the parameter values
associated with the active state. These changing waveforms aimed to activate different
muscle groups at varying stimulation levels as observed during normal locomotion. The
output stimulation channels were activated in parallel to reduce potential delays that
may be introduced during serial activation of different sites (muscles).
The stability of such a controller was directly related to the configuration of the state
system. An unstable controller would demonstrate oscillations between states based on
uncertain inputs. This was preventable in the algorithm by appropriately setting the
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sensory and timing rules to ensure that transitions could only be made in a certain
direction. In addition, the timing rules allowed for the controller to transition between
states in the event that sensory feedback was insufficient.

I M P LEM E NT ED C ONT R OLLER

We implemented two forms of the locomotion control algorithm (open loop and hybridCPG) to produce over-ground walking in adult cats. The pre-determined state system
was the same for both controllers and was developed from known biological
descriptions of the cat step cycle as described in figure 2-2. Each state corresponded to a
specific combination of movements of both hind legs. The initial state generated double
stance in both legs to produce standing and weight support, and the remaining 8 states
(states 2-9) consisted of a symmetrical step cycle. In past experiments the step cycle for
each hind leg was divided into two states representing swing and stance (Guevremont et
al., 2007a). The step cycle in the present work used four sub-states (F, E1, E2, E3) as
previously defined in humans (Nilsson et al., 1985) and cats (Goslow et al., 1973) which
enabled the representation of more detailed changes in muscle activation and
movements during walking.
The swing portion of the step cycle consisted of lifting and moving the leg forward (F).
The stance phase followed by extending the knee to place the foot on the ground (E1),
activating the knee and ankle extensor muscles for weight support (E2), and adding the
activation of hip extensors and increasing the activation in ankle extensors to produce
propulsive force and forward progression of the body (Yang and Winter, 1985). The
relative duration of each sub-state to the total step period could be adjusted for
different gaits and is thought to be controlled by intrinsic timing circuits located within
the spinal cord (Grillner, 1985; McCrea and Rybak, 2008; Yakovenko, 2011). In the
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present work, the durations of these sub-states for each leg were 20%, 20%, 20%, and
40% of the total step period (for F, E1, E2, and E3, respectively) for the intrinsic timing
rules. The walking cycle duration was set to 1.5 s for both the open loop and hybrid-CPG
controllers to resemble adult cats walking at slow to moderate speeds. The timing of the
phases of the hybrid-CPG controller could be modified as necessary based on sensory
input. In order to maintain controller stability, measures were taken to ensure that the
controller did not enter states that would unload both legs (such as double flexion, F).
Also, when sensory feedback was activated, sensory information would only be
interpreted within the context of a specific state. The open loop controller advanced
through the states shown in figure 2-2 using the preset timing rules. For the hybrid-CPG,
the additional sensory feedback rules were translated into three specific IF-THEN
statements. These rules monitored the ground reaction forces (GRF) and range of
backward extension which governed the transition from swing-to-stance (E1 to E2), the
transition from stance-to-swing (E3 to F), and fatigue compensation rule. The purpose of
the rules was to adapt the walking cycle to different perturbations. Sensory signals were
recorded from accelerometers, gyroscopes, and force plates, and were processed every
31ms corresponding to the update period of the controller. The accelerometers (located
on the foot and shank) and gyroscopes (located on the foot) provided information about
limb angle while the force plates provided information about the GRF of each leg. The
diagram in figure 2-2 depicts how certain sensory rules were enabled for certain states
and disabled for others.
For both the open loop and hybrid-CPG controllers, intramuscular stimulation (IMS) was
controlled to activate hip, knee or ankle flexor and extensor muscles of the hind limbs
according to the ‘active state’ of the control logic. Stimulation amplitudes were set to
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generate the desired movement and force. The initial amplitude of stimulation for the
hip, knee and ankle flexor and extensor muscles in each leg was based on observation of
the evoked movements and the level of force generated. Initially, the minimal level of
stimulation capable of producing weight-bearing and propulsive forces during the E2
and E3 phases was chosen for the hip, knee and ankle extensor muscles. Stimulation
amplitudes for the flexor muscles were chosen to produce adequate upward and
forward movements of the hind limb. This balanced combination of stimulation
channels generated the synergistic movements necessary to evoke over-ground walking.
Table 2-1 specifies which leg movements were associated with each sub-state of the
step cycle. Note that the same flexor or extensor muscle (stimulation channel) could be
active for multiple states in both controllers but the amplitude of activation varied
between states. Upon transitioning between states, the stimulation amplitudes from the
old active state were ramped to the amplitudes set in the new active state (over 93 ms).
This resulted in a shaped stimulation waveform resembling natural electromyographic
recordings (EMG) of muscle activation (Guevremont et al., 2007a).
S TA N C E - TO -S W ING R U L E
The transition from stance-to-swing occurred when the leg generating the propulsive
force extended backwards and was no longer in a supportive position. The rule was
implemented using the following IF-THEN statement:

IF limb angle from integrated gyroscope < threshold
THEN transition from state E3 to state F
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S W ING - TO -S TA N C E R U L E
The swing phase of the step cycle was considered to be completed when the leg had
adequately moved forward as determined by the limb angle (relative to the hip). When
the limb angle exceeded a pre-determined threshold, the E1 state was terminated. This
rule was implemented using the following IF-THEN statement:

IF limb angle from accelerometer > threshold
THEN transition from state E1 to state E2

F A TIG U E C OM PE N S A TION R U L E
Over time it was visually observed that the supportive force generated by the hind limbs
declined due to muscle fatigue. The purpose of the fatigue rule was to adjust the
stimulus amplitude to the extensor muscles to ensure that the cat could propel itself
adequately across the walkway. The level of the supportive force was continuously
monitored and if the peak force dropped below a certain threshold during the E3 phase,
the rule was enabled and acted to increase the amplitude of stimulation to the knee
extensor muscle by 30% in the subsequent E2 state. The increase in stimulation
amplitude was maintained for the remainder of the trial (i.e., until the cat traversed the
walkway). The reason for monitoring E3 and changing E2 instead of only monitoring E2
across steps was because of the physiological delay (approximately 60 – 80ms) between
the onset of stimulation and force generation. This rule was implemented using the
following IF-THEN statement:
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IF max(ipsilateral force during E3) < threshold
THEN increase stimulation amplitudes of all subsequent E2 by x%
The value of x was typically 30%.

A NI M A L P R EP A R A T I ON

For detailed animal preparation please see Guevremont et al (2007a). All experimental
procedures were approved by the University of Alberta’s Animal Care and Use
committee. The cats were anesthetized using isoflurane inhalation and subsequently
transitioned to sodium pentobarbital. The cat remained under anaesthesia for the
duration of the experiment. Pairs of stimulation electrodes were inserted
percutaneously into 8 muscles of each leg [tibialis anterior, gastrocnemius, vastus
medialis, vastus lateralis, rectus femoris, sartorius (anterior compartment),
semitendinosus, and semimembranosus (anterior compartment)]. The cat was then
transferred to an instrumented walkway and partially suspended in a cart-mounted
sling. Due to the experimental setup, the sling supported 75% of the cat’s weight (head,
trunk, and abdomen). Therefore, 12.5% of body weight was considered full load bearing
support for a single hind limb. The mass of the cart and the equipment on it was offset
by a pulley system (unloading between 400-600g, ~5% of the combined cat and cart
weight) to reduce the effect of static friction. The unloading was initially chosen by
applying incremental weights to the pulley system until the cart began to move even
without muscle activation. The chosen pulley weight was 100g less than the unloading
level at which the cart moved without muscle activation.
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The walkway contained a variable friction profile to which the control rules had to
accommodate. The friction around the middle section of the walkway was less than that
at the beginning or endpoint (figure 2-3).
S TIM U L A TION A ND S E NS OR S
Walking patterns were produced by direct bipolar electrical stimulation of the target
muscles using trains of biphasic charge-balanced pulses (62 Hz, up to 20 mA, 100 µs) in a
similar fashion to that described in Guevremont et al (2007a). The electrodes were pairs
of 34AWG sterilized 9-strand stainless steel Cooner wire (Cooner Wire Inc., Chatsworth,
CA, USA), Teflon insulated except for 3 to 4 mm exposure at the tips. The distance
between the tips within a muscle was approximately 1cm and the AC resistance was
approximately 1 kΩ. The wires were positioned near the motor points according to
anatomy reference guides. Location was verified using 1 sec stimulation trains and
electrodes were readjusted if necessary. This typically resulted in maximal threshold
currents of 2 – 3 mA, and maximal force generation was achieved with amplitudes of 6 –
8 mA, thus leaving ample room for increases in stimulation amplitude (up to 20 mA)
during the course of the experiment. This process ensured that electrode placement was
not the reason for failed trials in any of the experiments. Stimulation was produced by a
parallel command stream using a National Instruments DAC (PCI-67xx Series, National
Instruments Corp., Austin, TX, USA) connected to modified EMS-6500 stimulators
(Electrostim Medical Services, Tampa, FL). The parallel command stream was created in
real time by the two controller algorithms. Amplitudes were chosen to recreate
estimates of the continuously graded EMG patterns as observed by Goslow et al (1973)
and provide adequate forward propulsion. Muscles were grouped according to a
common function or synergy as described in table 2-1.
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Accelerometers and gyroscopes were attached to the hind limbs for recording signals
appropriate for triggering sensory rule transitions. Tri-axial accelerometers were fixed to
both the shank and the foot of each leg (X direction was horizontal in the forward
direction of movement, Y direction was vertical). The gyroscopes were placed on each
foot proximal to the accelerometers (figure 2-4). The gyroscope signals were integrated
to provide foot angle. Due to the drift caused by the integration of the gyroscope signal,
the angle signals were reset at the beginning of the stance phase (E2) of each limb. A
custom 3.5m-walkway was instrumented with separate force plates for each leg. The
downward forces perpendicular to the walkway were used as the GRF. Gyroscope,
accelerometer, and GRF recordings were acquired using a Cerebus (Blackrock
Microsystems, Salt Lake City, UT, USA) data acquisition system at 1000 samples/s. The
data were streamed from Cerebus into Matlab (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA)
to be processed in real time by custom written software. All gyroscope, accelerometer,
and force data were recorded for each trial and a moving average filter with a window
length of 120 ms was applied to smooth the signals for use in the sensory rules.
Reflective markers were placed on the right hind limb of the cat to indicate the iliac
crest, hip, knee, ankle, and metatarsophalangeal joints. The positions of these markers
were used to delineate joint position and leg movement, but were not applied to any
sensory feedback rules. The length of the walkway was captured by a high speed JVC
(JVC Americas Corp., Wayne, NJ, USA) camcorder (120 frames/sec) positioned 4.5 m
away from the midpoint of the walkway with the lens parallel to the walkway.
E X PE R IM E N TA L P R OC E D U RE S
Before testing either the open loop or hybrid-CPG controller, appropriate stimulation
amplitudes were established for the different step cycle sub-states in each limb. For a
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typical cat, the amplitudes for each channel (and muscle) across a walking cycle. One
such example is shown in figure 2-5. Sometimes muscles could not be reliably isolated
and those stimulation channels were disabled (vastus medialis and semitendinosus for
the cat amplitudes in figure 2-5). Once these values were deemed appropriate for
generating the desired functional movements and forces, the open loop controller was
tested to generate over-ground walking. During these trials, the sensory signals from the
accelerometers, gyroscopes, and force plates were recorded and analysed to determine
appropriate threshold values to apply to the feedback rules in the hybrid-CPG controller.
Upon determining these thresholds, the hybrid-CPG controller was tested to produce
over-ground walking. A total of 7 experiments were conducted with 5 cats (male or
female, 3.5kg – 4.4 kg).

D A T A A NA LY S I S

Upon completion of trials with both the open loop and hybrid-CPG controllers, the
recorded data from accelerometers, gyroscopes, and force plates were compared
between controllers. A trial was considered successful if the cat began <10 cm from the
start of the walkway and walked at least 75% across the length of the walkway (resulting
in a total distance of at least 2.24 m). For each successful trial, the force and length of
each step was analyzed to determine which controller produced a greater proportion of
successful steps. The minimal load bearing force during any point of the stance phase
had to exceed 12.5% of body weight (due to our setup) to ensure the knees would not
buckle. The step also could not be longer than 20 cm with reference to the hip ensuring
a physiologically realistic range of motion by similar sized cats (3 kg) walking at
approximately 0.20 m/s (Halbertsma, 1983). With our experimental setup, a stride
length exceeding 20 cm was an indication of excessive backward extension of the hind
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limb at the end of the stance phase resulting in a loss of supportive force and/or slipping
of the foot. The percentage of successful steps within trials where the cat walked over
75% of the walkway length was used to judge the effectiveness of each controller
configuration in producing walking. Marker positions were digitized from the high
speed recordings using custom Matlab software (MotionTracker2D) written by Dr.
Douglas Weber (University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA). Each frame was calibrated
using a set of reference markers to correct for offset in the camera angle. Joint angles
and limb representations were calculated from the marker locations. Limb angle (vector
from the hip to the metatarsophalangeal joint) was measured with respect to the
horizontal. The cart was also tracked for position and velocity measurements. Walking
speed measurements were calculated by neglecting the first 50 cm of the walkway to
prevent variations in static friction from affecting the result. Therefore, walking speed
was calculated for an effective distance of 2.2 m.
The beginning of each step was signified by touchdown on the force plate. Each step
was analysed for maximal step length and GRF. These values were normalized to each
cat to allow for inter-experimental comparisons. Step length was normalized to the
distance from the ankle to the metatarsophalangeal joint and vertical GRF was
normalized to body mass. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS (IBM
Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). Differences between population means were tested
using the t-test when all statistical assumptions were met. Equality of the population
variances was assessed with Levene's Test (equal variances assumed if P>.05) Normality
was tested using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic with a Lilliefors significance
correction. If the Lilliefors gave a P<0.05, the data were considered non-normal and an
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Independent Samples Median Test (a non-parametric test) was used to determine if the
groups had significantly different medians.

R ESULTS

On average, 18 ± 7 over-ground walking trials (mean ± standard deviation) were
obtained per experiment. The controller required 1-12 trials setup trials across all
experiments (i.e, 3.7 – 45% of the trials were for setting initial parameters). Setup trials
were terminated when the cat was able to traverse the walkway successfully. Across all
experiments, 74 trials (out of 113 total trials) produced over-ground walking in which
the cat traversed at least 75% of the length of the walkway and were therefore
considered successful. Durations for traversing the walkway in the successful trials
ranged from 7.66 to 19.2s depending on controller settings (control method, enabled
rules, and rule thresholds). The number of trials per experiment was limited by the
eventual onset of muscle fatigue which was observed visually through the reduced force
production during the trial. Experiments were terminated when the maximal level of
safe current delivery (20mA) was reached and insufficient propulsive force was
produced to traverse 75% of the length of the walkway.
Of the 39 trials in which the walkway was not traversed, 16 failed due to poor
parameter settings, when experimenting with ramping rates and synergy timings, and
incorrect sensory thresholds for rule transitions. Most of these issues were easily
corrected after detecting the problems in the software or setup. Fatigue and a lack of
consistency in elicited movements (eg the paw stepping off of the walkway) were other
reasons for failure.
Successful implementation of the sensory rules in the hybrid-CPG controller required
selecting the appropriate sensory signals and thresholds. Thresholds were chosen to
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allow appropriate compensation to the varying walkway friction and muscle fatigue, and
to optimize stepping (peak force output and step length). Figure 2-6 shows traces of
sensory signals from the right limb. The integrated gyroscope signal contained accurate
timing and relative magnitudes of the limb angle compared to recordings from the
motion capture system (figure 2-6A-B). For the swing-to-stance transitions, neither the
shank accelerometer (X direction) nor the foot accelerometer (X and Y directions)
represented the limb angle accurately. During impact events, the accelerometer signal
contained multiple threshold crossings within the transition region. Accelerometer
signals contained high frequency components that made it difficult to place a threshold
that would reliably discriminate the range of limb excursion for the swing-to-stance
transitions. Therefore, the gyroscope signals were applied to this rule. Nonetheless, the
accelerometer signals were beneficial for swing-to-stance transitions because the foot
was suspended in the air prior to the transition which removed some of the high
frequency components. This provided reliable thresholds to activate the swing-to-stance
rule.
Each rule in the hybrid-CPG controller improved the quality of stepping in response to
environmental perturbations when compared to the open loop controller. The stanceto-swing rule influenced the amount of time each leg remained in the E3 sub-state. The
swing-to-stance rule shortened the amount of time each leg remained in the F or E1
sub-states. The fatigue compensation rule in the hybrid-CPG controller increased the
stimulation amplitude based on the generated GRFs in an effort to increase body weight
support.
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E FFEC T OF S T A NC E - T O -S W I NG T R A NS I T I ON
W A LKI NG

ON

F OR W A R D O VE R - GR OU ND

Walking performance varied with the hybrid-CPG controller parameters due to the

changing environment (e.g., walkway resistance, muscle fatigue and choice of threshold
levels in the sensory signals), thus affecting the activation of individual rules. Therefore,
the effects of the sensory rules are presented through specific examples from individual
trials.
A comparison of the GRF between trials with the open loop and hybrid-CPG controllers
is depicted in figure 2-7. Using the open loop controller, the step cycle period did not
adjust to the reduced friction in the centre of the walkway and the cat took longer steps
that resulted in an increased backward limb extension. This backward extension also
caused a decrease in supportive forces during the push off stage of the step cycle. With
the addition of the stance-to-swing transition rule in the hybrid-CPG controller,
backward extension of the limb was reduced by up to 13° (figure 2-7A) while
maintaining appropriate GRFs (figure 2-7B). Comparing the sum of the total forces from
each leg demonstrated that without the feedback rule, load bearing support dropped to
40% of the desired load bearing level. With the transition rule in the hybrid-CPG
controller, the sum of the GRFs dropped to only 80% of the desired level. While this was
lower than the desired full load bearing level (12.5% of body weight), it was a marked
improvement over the open loop control. This rule only affected the backward
extension during the stance phase of the step cycle and not flexion during the swing
phase. The sensory signal used in this rule was ipsilateral foot gyroscope signal
representing limb angle.
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E FFEC T

OF

S W I NG - T O -S T A NC E T R A NS I T I ON

The swing-to-stance transition rule increased the speed of the walking cycle by
eliminating excess time spent in the swing sub-states F and E1 (figure 2-8). With the
open loop controller, the hip angle had a range of 38°, and consistently reached the end
of the range of motion during flexion (figure 2-8A). Since the amount of time spent in
flexion was fixed, the leg remained in swing phase (F, E1) for longer than desired.
Moreover, the hip angle and timing did not adapt to the variable resistance of the
walkway but instead produced movements more suitable for a uniform walkway.
With the addition of the swing-to-stance rule in the hybrid-CPG controller, a more
desirable adaptation of the hip angle was achieved and the swing stage was adjusted
proportionally to the walkway resistance (figure 2-8B). The range of the hip angle was
slightly reduced to 35 degrees but more importantly the E1 duration was often
truncated. This is evident in figure 2-8B in the middle of the trial (around 5-10s) during
steps over the walkway where the resistance decreased. There was less time holding the
limb in flexion due to the ability of the cat to move more easily across the walkway as
opposed to the regions with higher resistance. The sensory signal used in this rule was
the foot accelerometer signal in the Y direction of the ipsilateral hind limb (e.g. figure 26E).

C OM BI NED T R A NS I T I ON E FFEC T S

ON

F OR W A R D O VE R - GR OU ND W A LKI NG

Stick figure representations and foot trajectories of the right hind limb portray the effect
of both transition rules between the open loop and hybrid-CPG controllers (figure 2-9).
Less time was spent in the swing portion of the step cycle in the hybrid-CPG controller
than the open loop controller. The backward excursions were constrained when the
stance-to-swing was activated as observed by the decreased step length (figure 2-9B).
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With the hybrid-CPG controller, the joint angle range of the hip slightly decreased and
was more comparable to natural movements (Goslow et al., 1973) when sensory
feedback was enabled (table 2-2).

F A T I GU E C OM P E NSA T I ON R U LE

Over the course of multiple trials, muscles fatigued and produced less supportive force.
The sensory feedback rules of the hybrid-CPG controller compensated for this internal
perturbation to the system. In figure 2-10, the stimulation amplitudes of the left leg
remained unchanged from open loop controller amplitudes. However, in the right leg,
feedback increased stimulation amplitudes in stance by a predetermined amount (30%)
when force dropped below the critical threshold. This resulted in an increase in the GRF
of right foot from 0.72 kg (19% of BW) to an average of 0.93 kg (25% of BW) over the
next 6 steps. The stimulation amplitudes during the stance phase of the right leg were
increased after the vertical dotted activation line on the following step.

S U M MA R Y

OF

R ES U LT S

A summary of walking characteristics across the 74 successful trials (18 open loop trials,
56 hybrid-CPG) are presented in table 2-3. Peak step length, average velocity, number of
steps and the summation of left and right forces (averaged over time) were determined
for each trial. Step cycle duration and peak force were analyzed on a step basis (i.e., all
steps for all trials pooled).
The mean (± SD) normalized peak step length was 3.1 units smaller with the hybrid-CPG
controller (21.8 ± 7.5, N=56) than with the open loop controller (24.9 ± 8.4, N=18).
However, t test showed that the difference was not significant (P=.06). The t test was
appropriate as the Lilliefors test scores for normality were 0.34 and 0.09 respectively for
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the hybrid-CPG and open loop controller, and the group variances were equal (Levene's
Test P=.62).
A nonparametric Independent Samples Median Test showed that the hybrid-CPG
controller produced significantly (P=.024) more steps for walking the same distance:
median (1st quartile, 3rd quartile) for the number of steps taken by the open loop and
hybrid-CPG controllers was respectively 7(6,9) and 9(8,11). The median total supportive
force showed an upward trend from the open loop controller generating 15.1 % BW
(14.3, 18.7) to 18.4% BW (16.1, 20.0) with the hybrid-CPG controller, however it was not
significant (P=.10).
A difference between controllers was also observed in the step cycle duration. The
median (1st quartile, 3rd quartile) for step cycle duration was significantly lower (P<.001,
Independent Samples Median Test) with the hybrid-CPG controller [1.27 s (1.15, 1.49),
N=544 steps] than with the open loop controller [1.48 s (1.48, 1.49), N=134 steps]. Thus
with the hybrid-CPG controller the cat walked with shorter step cycle durations but took
a higher number of steps. Despite the additional steps taken with sensory feedback, a t
test showed that the average velocity (0.21 ± 0.05 m/s, N=56, Lilliefors test P>0.5) was
not significantly different (P=0.62, equal variances assumed (Levene's Test P=0.2)) from
that obtained during the open loop condition (0.22 ± 0.04 m/s, N=18, Lilliefors test
P=0.107)
An Independent Samples Median Test did not reveal significant differences between the
peak step forces generated by open and hybrid-CPG controllers, respectively [17.1%
(14.7, 20.3) and 16.8% (14.8, 20.1) BW (P=.69)]. When evaluating each step based on
our success criteria (peak force during stance >12.5% BW and peak step length <20 cm),
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49% of open loop steps (65/134) generated adequate force (≥ 12.5% BW) and had a
natural step length (≤ 20 cm) while 68% of the hybrid-CPG controller steps were
successful (372/544). Periods of double stance were maintained through an overlap of
124 ms between the stance and push off states of the two hind limbs. This overlap
allowed the stance limb to build enough supportive force before the extended limb
swung forward. Also, the state based control algorithm prevented combinations of substates that would produce dangerous walking in either controller, such as a state of
simultaneous flexion (F) in both legs that would result in falling.

D ISCUSSION

The goal of this study was to develop a physiologically-based control algorithm capable
of using open loop and closed loop control of multiple joints in the lower extremities for
producing locomotion. Emulating the biological CPG provides a control solution for
bipedal walking that is thought to be the most efficient method to date (Berniker et al.,
2009). The controller emulated the functionality of the spinal CPG by processing intrinsic
and sensory based information to implement detailed descriptions of the walking cycle.
The feedback information from external sensors (gyroscopes, accelerometers, force
plates) was processed to adjust stimulation amplitudes similar to how the biological CPG
adjusts muscle activation during locomotion based on sensory neural signals. The
controller adapted the stimulation patterns in response to internal and external
perturbations to maintain body support and produce effective over-ground locomotion.
In agreement with earlier evidence presented by Guevremont et al (2007a), the
combination of open loop and closed loop control provided the most functional overground walking and the most successful steps. Throughout the regions of least
resistance in the walkway, the sensory rules allowed the state transitions in the hybrid-
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CPG controller to increase the speed of walking, resulting in decreased step length and
preventing excessive extension and loss of load bearing GRFs. Load bearing is a critical
measure of safety for a functional walking device as it prevents falling and reduces the
dependence on the arms for weight support.
The use of appropriate sensory signals was essential for successful implementation of
feedback rules in the hybrid-CPG controller. The gyroscopes were most suited for the
stance-to-swing transition rule because they best represented the relative magnitudes
and timing information of the limb angle. The main challenge with the gyroscope signals
was the drift caused by the integration. Therefore, the signal had to be reset at the
onset of every stance phase. More sophisticated methodologies for obtaining limb angle
using a combination of accelerometer and gyroscope feedback have been proposed
(Dejnabadi et al., 2006). For our purposes, we found that a simple reset worked
sufficiently well to control walking.
Each of the sensor types used in this study could be practically translated to future
applications. The force plates in the walkway can be replaced by force sensitive resistors
in each shoe. This has proven to be a reliable and inexpensive solution in many
commercial devices such as the Ness L300 (Bioness, Valencia, CA) and the Odstock
dropped foot stimulator (Salisbury District Hospital, U.K.). Other sensory information
required by the controller can be provided by a combination of a gyroscope and an
accelerometer. Currently, sensor technology is small and readily available (Analog
Devices, Norwood, MA).
Previous work has focused on developing a controller capable of walking on a treadmill
(Strange and Hoffer, 1999), or stepping in place (Saigal et al., 2004). When stepping in
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place, Saigal et al (2004) found that locomotion driven by FES control using open loop or
closed loop control alone was equally successful. However, when the animal must
physically propel itself, many new challenges are introduced. The FES generated
movements have to produce enough force to propel the animal forward as it ambulates
and unstable controller states become of paramount importance. In order to create a
functional device that can be eventually translated to the clinic, the control algorithm
had to be tested in the demanding environment of over-ground walking.
In a clinical application, the device will have to maintain safe walking with a variety of
conditions. In order to do so, the controller should adapt to perturbations using sensory
feedback similar to the ways in which the human body relies on sensory input (Rossignol
et al., 2006). The walkway used in the present experiments had a variable friction profile
that perturbed the operation of the controller. The varying resistance was analogous to
walking over variable pitched terrain. During regions of low friction, the cart and cat
would have momentum similar to walking downhill. The controller responded by
increasing the step frequency (by truncating excess extension and flexion) of the walking
to maintain supportive forces.
The hybrid-CPG controller also had to respond to variations in muscle output. Direct
activation of the muscles with electrical stimulation has been known to produce rapid
fatigue of the activated muscles (Bogey and Hornby, 2007). As muscles fatigue, the
preset stimulation amplitudes would no longer suffice. The fatigue compensation rule in
this study recognized a gradual decrease in muscle strength over a prolonged period of
time and increased stimulation amplitudes to compensate and maintain force
production. The fatigue rule was limited by maximal safe stimulation amplitudes.
However, this solution did not address differential fatigue where different muscles
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fatigue at different rates and cause much larger disruptions in a control system (Godfrey
et al., 2002). Eventually, the experiments were terminated when safe stimulation limits
were reached without producing adequate force. Alternative stimulation methods such
as intraspinal microstimulation (ISMS) are more fatigue resistant and require a less
demanding fatigue compensation rule (Lau et al., 2007).
The swing-to-stance transition was designed to limit excess time spent in the swing
phase to optimize the walking cycle. The rule activates if the leg adequately reaches its
range of flexion, thereby eliminating excess swing time and speeding up the walking
cycle. As a secondary benefit, the truncated swing phase allowed for more time in
contact with the ground and more force overlap between limbs.
The implemented hybrid-CPG controller does have some limitations in its present
configuration. Currently, the IF-THEN rule thresholds are set manually by the operator.
Incorrect threshold levels can cause the controller to become unstable (often by
inappropriately activating rules if the thresholds are prematurely reached). If thresholds
are set too leniently, rules never activate compromising the safety and the adaptability
of the controller. Moreover, the fatigue compensation rule would prove more effective
if adaptive stimulation amplitudes were used across all sub-states rather than only the
E2 sub-state as currently implemented. In addition, the effectiveness of the limb angle
calculations could be improved through more accurate corrections for high frequency
noise (accelerometers) and drift (gyroscopes) in the signals. The controller utilizes a
single sensory signal as input to a rule. More complex rules utilizing multiple signals
would better emulate the natural control of walking. Nonetheless, the general design of
the locomotion control algorithm provides the capabilities to perform these corrections
with relative ease through the inclusion of additional states and sensory transitions. By
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adapting the controller to different stimulation modalities and new sensory inputs, the
algorithm could improve walking in a variety of applications.

C ONCLUSIONS

AND

F UTURE W ORK

The work presented here demonstrates our ability to create a reconfigurable control
algorithm for realizing different stimulation paradigms to create functional walking
movements in multiple joints. The implemented hybrid-CPG controller was capable of
adapting to different environmental perturbations while maintaining sufficient GRF to
support the body weight of the animal. Through the in vivo over-ground walking trials,
the combination of open and closed loop control produced the most effective walking
and most successful steps.
For the next stage in development, we will implement the software algorithm in a
hardware-based model using mixed signal VLSI circuitry. The chip will be tested in vivo
and the results will be compared to those obtained by the software controller. The
silicone controller will be flexible enough to allow additional rules and utilize a variety of
input and output stages. Moreover, the output will be capable of driving other
modalities of functional electrical stimulation. Specifically, we will replace intramuscular
stimulation with ISMS and external sensors with recordings from the dorsal root ganglia
to allow the internalization of the prosthetic device. Eventually, we hope to develop a
compact and fully implantable walking prosthesis.
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F IGURES

Figure 2-1. Overview of the components of the locomotion control algorithm. (A) The
control logic consisted of an active state and several destination states. One of the
destination states was specified by the pre-set timing rules while the remaining states
were specified by certain sensory rules. (B) Each sensory rule consisted of a number of
sensory input signals and programmable thresholds which were decoded and
corresponded to specific logic functions. If the output of the comparators matched one
of the desired output functions, a signal was passed to the control unit to indicate that
the rule was active. (C) Each active state contained information about all stimulation
output waveforms and whether each output was active or not. The stimulation (1)
amplitude, (2) pulse width, and (3) frequency were all specified by the active state and
were adjusted to produce shaped waveforms.
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Figure 2-2. Overview of the states for the open loop controller and hybrid-CPG
controller. Each controller state represents two sub-states corresponding to a portion of
the step cycle in each leg. The sub-state definitions are as follows: F, flexion; E1, foot
placement; E2, support; and E3, push-off. The cat enters LE2/RF (state 2 with the left (L)
cat leg is in E2 and the right (R) leg is in F) and advances through the step cycle based on
preset timing or activated sensory rules. Both controllers begin a trial in double stance
(state 1) denoted by LE2/RE2 for the left and right legs, respectively. Black arrows
symbolize intrinsically timed transitions used for both controllers. Grey diamonds
denote sensory feedback rules and their respective pathways for both legs with the
rules as follows: Swing-to-Stance (A), Stance-to-Swing (B), and Fatigue Compensation
(C). The sensory rules were only applicable to the hybrid-CPG controller.
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Figure 2-3. Resistance profile of the walkway. The cart was loaded with 5.5kg to
represent the combined weight of a cat and equipment during an experiment. The force
required to move the cart was measured over 4 trials (light traces) and fitted with a
trend line (bold line) to represent the resistance profile of the walkway. The initial peak
resistance was required to overcome static friction.
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Figure 2-4. Experimental setup. The anesthetized cat was suspended in a cart mounted
sling over a walkway and the right hind limb was videotaped for motion tracking.
Intramuscular stimulation electrodes activated the hind limbs to propel the cat along the
walkway. Sensory feedback was provided by accelerometers, gyroscopes and force
plates. These sensory signals were used in the hybrid-CPG controller for different
feedback rules based on appropriate threshold values. If activated, the feedback rules
overrode the timing rules and allowed the hybrid-CPG controller to adjust the
stimulation output. The signals were digitized using a Cerebus (BrainGate Co. LLC, Ponte
Verdra Beach, FL, USA) ADC and streamed into custom Matlab (MathWorks Inc., Natick,
MA, USA) software which utilized National Instruments (National Instruments Corp.,
Austin, TX, USA) DAC to send stimulation parameters to modified EMS 6500 stimulators.
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Figure 2-5. Typical stimulation amplitudes across one step cycle. Each channel is shown
with its stimulation amplitudes and duration in grey. Some ramping occurs at the onset
and offset of a channel’s activation. Vertical shading shows the timing and duration of
the states within the walking cycle. Vastus medialis and semitendinosus could not be
targeted in this animal and have been disabled for the experiment. LHF= left hip flexor=
sartorius (anterior compartment), LHE= left hip extensor= semimembranosus (anterior
compartment), LKF= left knee flexor= semitendinosus, LKE= left knee extensor= vastus
lateralis, LAF= left ankle flexor= tibialis anterior, LAE= left ankle extensor=
gastrocnemius, LRF= left rectus femoris, LVM= left vastus medialis. The last 8 channels
are the equivalent muscles for the right side.
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Figure 2-6. Traces of sensory signals from one trial involving the open loop controller. A)
Limb angle (vector from the hip to the metatarsophalangeal joint) obtained from video
capture. Paw touchdown is shown with grey triangles and lift off is shown with black
triangles. B) Integrated gyroscope signal representing the limb angle. (C-E)
Accelerometer signals on the shank (X direction) and the foot (X and Y directions).
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Figure 2-7. Comparison of limb excursion and GRF in trials with the open loop (left) and
hybrid-CPG (right) controllers. A) The limb angles of right leg from video capture.
Increasing angle corresponds to the leg moving forward; decreasing angle corresponds
to the leg moving backward. B) GRF of right and left hind legs where the black trace
represents forces from the left leg and the gray trace represents the right leg. C)
Summation of GRFs from both hind legs.
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Figure 2-8. Effect of swing-to-stance rule on hip angle. A) Hip angle with open loop
control alone from video capture. Swing phases (F and E1) are highlighted in grey. B) Hip
angle with the addition of swing-to-stance rule truncates excess swing phase while
maintaining proper hip range of motion.
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Figure 2-9. Motion tracking data and foot trajectory for trials with and without sensory
feedback: A) Stick figure representation of the right hind leg from video capture
(direction of movement is towards the right). Black triangles mark the beginning of
steps. Upper panel: With open loop control alone, regions of hyperextension are
evident. Dotted stick figures show whole leg hyperextension. Lower panel: With sensory
feedback the regions of hyperextension are eliminated. B) Foot trajectories of multiple
steps overlaid with respect to the hip marker from trials shown in A. Steps are drawn
with increasing darkness of grey as the trial progressed. Left panel: Large backward
hyperextension without sensory feedback. Right panel: Sensory feedback reduces
backward hyperextension.
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Figure 2-10. Effect of the fatigue compensation rule on force production during a single
trial: A) GRF of left hind leg and threshold for activation of the fatigue compensation
rule if the supportive force drops below the threshold (grey dashed line) for a prolonged
period of time. B) Stimulation amplitudes on two different extensor electrodes (knee in
black and ankle in grey) during the stance phase (E2 and E3). C) Similar to A) but for the
right hind leg. The black, vertical dashed line shows activation of the rule due to
prolonged sub-threshold force production in stance. Force increases to acceptable levels
on the remaining steps. D) Similar to B) but stimulation amplitudes for right side
extensor electrodes (knee and ankle) increase in E2 by 30% (to a maximum of 20 mA) on
steps following rule activation. Only the knee extension received an increase in
amplitude because maintaining appropriate posture was difficult when ankle extension
was increased during the stance phase.
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Table 2-1. Flexor and extensor muscles active during each state of the step cycle.
Step Cycle State

Flexion

Extension

F

Hip, knee, ankle

None

E1

Hip, ankle

Knee

E2

None

Knee, ankle

E3

None

Hip, knee, ankle
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Table 2-2. Average joint angles measured during single trials with and without
sensory feedback (walking at approximately 0.25m/s). The values were measured
in degrees with the ratio of measured joint angles to typical joint angles (walking
at 0.67 m/s).
Joint Angle Range

Open Loop Controller

Hybrid-CPG Controller

(typical)

(Ratio)

(Ratio)

Hip (49)

27 (0.55)

24 (0.49)

Knee (38)

43 (1.1)

39 (1.0)

Ankle (45)

96 (2.1)

68 (1.5)
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Table 2-3. Summary of 74 trials in which cats walked 75% of the walkway.
Walking
Property
Trial-Based
Peak Step Length Mean ± SD c
a

Open Loop
Controller
N=18
24.9 ± 8.4

Average Velocity Mean ± SD c
0.22 ± 0.04 m/s
d
Number of Steps
7 (6, 9)
Median
b
(Q1,Q3)
Sum of Forces
Median d
15.1% BW (14.3,
(Q1,Q3)
18.7)
N=134
Step-Based
d
Median
Step Cycle
1.48 s (1.48, 1.49)
Duration b
(Q1,Q3)
Median d
17.1% BW (14.7,
Peak Step Force
(Q1,Q3)
20.3)
Successful Steps
(%)
49% (65/134)
(success/total)
a

Hybrid-CPG
Controller
N=56
21.8 ± 7.5

PValues

0.21 ± 0.05 m/s
9 (8, 11)

.62 e
.024 f

18.4 % BW (16.1,
20.0)
N=544
1.27 s (1.15, 1.49)

.10 f

17.0 % BW (14.8,
20.1)
68% (372/544)

.06 e

<.001 f
.69 f

Step length was normalized against the distance from the ankle to the

metacarpophalangeal joint.
b

Significant difference between trials with open loop control alone and with

combined open and closed loop control.
c

The means and standard deviations (SD) are shown for normally distributed data.

d

The medians and 1st and 3rd quartiles (Q1,Q3) are shown for non-normally

distributed data.
e

Unpaired student’s t-test was used for normally distributed data.

f

Independent Samples Median Test (non-parametric) was used for non-normally

distributed data
BW= Body weight
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C HAPTER 3: I NTRASPINAL M ICROSTIMULATION FOR
R ESTORING W ALKING
I NTRODUCTIO N

Spinal cord injury is estimated to affect 1.3 million people in the U.S.A.1 Regaining the
ability to walk is a high priority for people with paraplegia that can improve their quality
of life.2,3 Efforts to restore walking after spinal cord injury to date have had limited
success.4-6 Regeneration of the damaged neural pathways through biological bridging
approaches may be the ultimate solution to restore walking function, but to date
promising results in animals have not yet translated into successful human
applications.5,7,8 In the meantime, the field of biomedical engineering has also
developed several approaches to restore walking, including electrical stimulation and
exoskeletons. 9-11 Epidural electrical stimulation (in combination with treadmill training)
applied to the dorsal surface of the spinal cord improved the rhythm of walking and
decreased the sense of effort during walking in a study volunteer with incomplete spinal
cord injury. 12,13 More recently, Harkema et al. demonstrated some restoration of
voluntary leg control in a person with a more severe spinal cord injury by using a
combined treatment of rigorous treadmill training and epidural stimulation. 14 However,
both of these applications of epidural stimulation produced stepping and locomotor-like
patterns but not the strong, weight bearing forces needed for functional walking.
Functional electrical stimulation (FES) in which patterned electrical stimuli are applied to
the peripheral nervous system (nerves or neuromuscular junctions) has been able to
produce sufficient muscle contractions with forces adequate for walking in people with
spinal cord injury, while using a walker or crutches to maintain balance. 9,10,15-17
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However, walking distance has been limited to approximately 100 m with current FES
systems due to the rapid muscle fatigue associated with peripheral stimulation through
surface or implanted electrodes, which tends to stimulate large, fast fatigable muscle
fibers first. 9,18 Although the use of FES may provide additional health benefits to the
user such as increased muscle mass and strength and improved cardiovascular fitness,
the short walking distances have limited the clinical acceptance of FES for walking. 15,19,20
Alternatively, powered exoskeletons can restore walking by moving the paralyzed legs
with motors which allow for coordinated control of multiple joints. 11,21,22 The energy
capacity of the batteries powering the motors limits the walking range of powered
exoskeletons. 23 The limited walking range along with the bulkiness of the systems limits
the usefulness of exoskeletons in daily life.
In this work, we use a novel method of FES to restore walking-like movements called
intraspinal microstimulation (ISMS). This approach entails the implantation of a few
ultrafine, hair-like wires with exposed tips targeting the ventral horn in the small,
lumbosacral region of the spinal cord. Passing minute electrical currents through these
wires activates spinal networks below the level of a lesion. We have shown that ISMS
through individual wires produces single joint as well as coordinated multi-joint
synergistic movements with relatively low current amplitudes. 24-26 Furthermore, ISMS
activates the motoneurons trans-synaptically; thus recruiting motor units in a near
normal physiological order starting with the small, fatigue resistant muscle fibers. 26
Previous work demonstrated that cats can maintain a weight bearing standing posture
for significantly longer durations when muscle contractions are evoked with ISMS than
with intramuscular stimulation.27
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This paper represents the first study in which ISMS was used to generate over-ground
walking-like movements. We show the quality and duration of the over-ground walking
produced by ISMS in cats during acute (1-day long) experiments. We also show that a
single integrated circuit capable of providing control and stimulation, similar to that of a
larger desktop system, produced similar outcomes. This work demonstrates the strong
potential of ISMS as a means for restoring functional walking after spinal cord injury in
the future.

ISMS

TARGETS MOTO NEURON P OOLS IN T HE VENTRAL HORN

Microwire electrodes were implanted in 5 cats with the tips targeting the motoneuron
pools in the ventral horn of the lumbosacral enlargement of the spinal cord (a 3 cm-long
region in cats and 5 cm-long in humans). Functional limb movements have consistently
been produced with ISMS through electrodes with tips implanted deep in this portion of
the gray matter. 28,29 Even with tips located in the ventral horn, ISMS mainly activates
networks of spinal neurons rather than motoneurons directly, and often results in
whole-limb extensor or flexor synergies (e.g. hip, knee and ankle extension or flexion
combined) 21,23,25 A complete step cycle can typically be produced by stimulating through
as few as 4 microwire electrodes per side. Nonetheless, in these experiments, each cat
was implanted with a total of 24 microwire electrodes in both sides of the spinal cord
(12 per side). The implanted electrode arrays were arranged such that ISMS through
each of 3 adjacent electrodes in one side of the cord produced a similar primary
synergistic movement in the ipsilateral hind limb (upward, forward, downward or
backward). This redundancy improved the reliability of the implant and the repeatability
of evoked movements. Due to the availability of 8 stimulation channels for each side of
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the spinal cord, 2 of the 3 electrodes producing similar synergistic movements were
chosen for generating walking patterns in each experiment (except Cat A where a
second ankle flexion could not be found, therefore, it was replaced with an additional
full limb extensor synergy). Tip locations were verified using magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) of the extracted spinal cords post-mortem. Figure 3-1A summarizes the
electrode tip locations with respect to the gray matter. Locations are coloured according
to the primary synergistic limb movement elicited by ISMS: hip flexion (forward), ankle
flexion (upward), knee extension (downward), and full limb extensor synergy
(backward). More information regarding target locations and the layout of the
motoneuron pools are published elsewhere.30-33 On average, 11 of the 16 electrodes
used for producing over-ground walking in each cat had tips positioned within the
ventral gray matter (Cats A: 15/16, B: 10/16, C: 10/16, D: 8/16, E: 12/16). The tips of all
remaining electrodes were within 0.8 mm of the lateral and ventral boundary of the
ventral gray. These electrodes probably activated gray matter networks as electrodes
models suggest that all electrodes activate approximately a 1mm spherical diameter.34,35

ISMS

PRO DUCED FUNCTIONAL OV ER - GRO UND WALKING - LIKE
MOVEMENTS

Five anaesthetized cats implanted with ISMS microwire electrodes were each suspended
partially in a cart-mounted sling that supported their head, forelimbs, trunk and
abdomen but allowed free movement of the hind limbs (figure 3-1B). The timing and

amplitude of ISMS through pairs of electrodes producing similar upward, forward,
downward or backward movements was patterned using a physiologically-based state
controller. The controller incorporated flexor-extensor timing elements that mimicked
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the oscillatory activity of the locomotor central pattern generator (CPG) as well as
sensory-driven modulations.36,37 The goal of the experiments was to produce weightbearing and propulsive walking-like movements of the hind limbs that are capable of
pushing the cat across a 2.9 m-long walkway as many times as possible and up to 300
times. The quality of walking-like movements produced by ISMS was evaluated by
comparing the kinematics and kinetics to those of freely walking cats published in the
literature. Results from a trial near the end of an experiment at which point the cat (Cat
E) had already performed 281 successful trials and “walked” 815 m are shown in figure
3-2. In this trial, the maximal force output that the animal could still produce even after
more than 800 m of “walking” was tested by increasing the resistance to the cart. The
stimulation amplitudes were increased to the maximal safe limits, which was about 30%
higher than during the previous trials without the added cart resistance (average
current: 59 µA; pulse width: 290 µs, frequency: 62 Hz). Stick figure representations of
the right hind limb at 125 ms intervals produced from video recordings during the trial
are shown in figure 3-2A. The stride length ranged from 123 mm to 179 mm depending
on the variable resistance between the walkway railings and suspension cart during a
given trial. The average stride length for the trial (153 ± 15 mm) was less than the values
reported in the literature for freely waking cats (200 mm).38 The shorter hind limb stride
lengths were possibly due to the slower walking speed of 0.12 m/s in our experiment
compared to 0.20 m/s for the values reported in the literature (as stride length
decreases with walking speed) 38 and the bipedal only (hind limb) “walking” in our
experiments. The average peak ground clearance of the paw was 10.3 ± 3.6 mm, which
was functional, but less than the 16mm clearance reported for natural walking.39 The
radius and angle of the hind limb segment (vector from hip to metatarsophalangeal
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(MTP) joint) plotted over time) are shown in figure 3-2 B-C. The limb angle reached a
maximal backward excursion (from forward horizontal, measured clockwise) of 127°
which was comparable to the 130° reference value.40
In addition to appropriate kinematics, successful over-ground walking requires sufficient
supportive and propulsive forces. Figure 3-2D depicts the traces of the left and right
supportive forces (vertical). The average peak supportive force generated during the
stance phase was 5.2N and 6.0N for the left and right legs, respectively, and the mean
vertical force was 3.0N f and 3.7N, respectively. Due to the experimental set-up in which
the sling supported the quiescent abdomen, the measured supportive forces reflected
the weight bearing level of the hind legs, and not the hindquarters (which include the
abdomen). Therefore, while lower than the weight normally supported by the hind
quarters of a cat (46% of the bodyweight during quiet stance), the supportive forces
produced full weight-bearing of the hind legs during stance. 41 Regions of double stance
(both limbs on the ground) allowed for safe transitions from the swing phase of one leg
to the other during “walking”, which minimized the risk of falling. The average duration
of double stance was 22% of the walking cycle compared to 20% of the walking cycle
reported for naturally walking cats at similar speeds.39 During these regions of double
stance, the mean total supportive force was 4.8N. As expected, the propulsive forces
(parallel to the direction of walking) for each leg were larger than the supportive forces
(figure 3-2E). The peak propulsive forces averaged across all steps taken within this trial
reached 12.0N and 14.4N for the left and right legs, respectively. This was adequate for
the cat to propel itself and the resistive cart across the walkway.
To evaluate intralimb co-ordination, video recordings of the hind limb joint angles were
plotted in angle-angle plots. These graphs depict the intersegmental coupling of joint
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angles and enable analysis of the consistency of walking-like movements across
consecutive steps by calculating the angular component of the coefficient of
correspondence (ACC).42,43 The ACC has a range of 0 to 1 where 0 implies no consistency
and 1 is complete consistency between step cycles. Plots of the hip-knee and hip-ankle
angle are shown in figure 3-2F with each step shown in a different colour. Angle-angle
plots from records of an intact cat freely walking on a treadmill are shown in figure 3-2G
(naïve treadmill). The ACC value for hip-knee in Cat E was 0.67 (compared to
normal=0.72) and for hip-ankle 0.79 (normal= 0.70), indicating that intralimb
coordination was consistent throughout the steps of the trial, and that the consistency
was similar to that seen in normal walking. The area of the angle-angle cyclogram
represents the conjoint range of joint movements and was 0.49 (normal=1.47) for hipknee and 1.41 (normal= 1.12) for hip-ankle.44 The deviations from normal data were due
to a decreased hip range and an increased ankle range, which was likely caused by
mechanical restrictions of the supporting sling. Overall, ISMS produced co-ordinated
multi-joint movements that maintained similar kinematic relationships to that of a freely
walking cat, and sufficient forces and limb movements to propel the animal and cart
adequately over ground.

ISMS

PRO DUCED FATIGUE - RESISTANT MOVEMENTS

We next studied the changes in kinematics and kinetics over long periods of walking-like
movements to quantify the consistency and rate of change in parameters. Figure 3-3
shows kinematic parameters from Cat E which performed a total of 300 “walking” trials
during the experiment. All stimulation parameters were held constant for the first 133
successful trials (385m) of the experiment to evaluate changes due to muscle fatigue.
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Linear regression was performed on these 133 trials to determine if there was a
significant relationship between trial number and several of the outcome walking
variables. The top, middle, and bottom panels of figure 3-3A show the average hip, knee
and ankle ranges per trial. Over 385m of walking-like movements, the hip and knee joint
ranges did not show a significant correlation with time. However, there was a significant
negative relationship between trial number and ankle joint range (p<.001, r2=.36),
ground clearance (p<.001, r2=.19), and stride length (p<.001, r2=.49), indicating that
these variables decreased in value over time (figure 3-3 B-C). The predicted ankle joint
range decreased from 74.8 to 65.0ᵒ after 133 trials (a difference of 13%), average
ground clearance from 12.6mm to 9.75 mm (23%), and average stride length from
192mm to 161mm (16%).
The angle-angle plots are shown in figure 3-3D for a trial near the beginning and one
near the end of the constant stimulation period to evaluate the changes in intralimb
coordination. The first panel shows the hip-knee plot with an ACC of 0.58 for the early
trial. In the second panel after walking 325m, the ACC is 0.56. Similarly, in figure 3-3E
angle-angle plots are shown for the hip-ankle relationship with an ACC of 0.68 for both
the early and the late trial. Overall, movements produced by ISMS showed little
degradation in multi-joint co-ordination over extended periods of “walking”.
Changes in supportive forces were also analyzed. Figure 3-4 shows the average peak left
and right supportive forces (normalized to the average of the first 5 trials) across the
entire experiment in Cat E, which included the constant stimulation period, trials with
the LPU, and trials with changing stimulation parameters. The supportive forces showed
a significant negative relationship with trial number (Left, r2=.17, p<.001; Right, r2=.16,
p<.001) during the constant stimulation trials. Predicted forces showed a 4.8% decrease
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(from 93.6% to 88.8%) for the left leg, and a 5.7% decrease (from 94.3% to 88.6%) for
the right leg with respect to the initial values over a distance of 385m. By linearly
extrapolating the force decay, the cat would be able to “walk” for approximately 3000m
before the supportive forces would drop to 50% of their initial values. Small increases in
stimulation amplitudes restored the force production back to the initial values as shown
in Figure 3-4. Thus, in this cat, walking-like movements could be maintained for a total
of 300 trials (longest tested) or 835m (> half a mile) with minor modifications to
stimulation amplitudes.

W ALKING - LIK E

MOVEMEN TS W ERE CO NSI STENT ACROSS CATS

An overview of the ISMS stimulation parameters and walking outcomes for all 5 cats is
presented in Table 3-1. In the first 2 cats (A and B) the electrodes produced weaker
movements. Thus, higher stimulation levels were required that exceeded the reversible
charge capacity of the electrodes and limited the number of “walking” trials. The
remaining 3 cats (C, D, and E) all “walked” 300 trials across the walkway (maximal
tested), of which at least 210 trials were considered successful during post-hoc analyses.
These 3 cats “walked” between 609 m and 835m each, and their results were averaged
in Table 3-1. The walking outcome variables were averaged either across trials (trialbased) or steps (step-based). Throughout the experiments, stimulation amplitudes were
adjusted to ensure successful traversing of the walkway. The ‘all’ column shows
averages of all trials for each experiment The mean values for cat C, D and E for ground
clearance and stride length were respectively 9.1 ± 1.5 mm (mean ± SEM) and 128 ±
17.1 mm. Joint angle ranges were consistent between cats with average values of 23 ±
2.0°, 29 ± 0.2°, and 60 ± 5.2° for the hip, knee, and ankle, respectively. Walking-like
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movements were consistently powerful across cats with average peak supportive forces
of 3.5 ± 0.6N and average duration for double stance of 0.8 ± 0.1s. Intralimb
coordination, ACC, demonstrated that consistent multi-joint coupling during walking-like
movements were obtained across cats (hip-knee: 0.6 ± 0.02, hip-ankle: 0.7 ± 0.04).
For Cats C, D and E, the walking outcome variables were averaged for the 10 first and
last 10 successful trials in order to evaluate changes in “walking” capacity over the
course of an experiment. Stimulation amplitudes were increased throughout the
experiment for flexors (mean: 49 to 74 µA) and extensors (41 to 69 µA). Peak ground
clearance and stride length decreased overall from 11 to 7 mm, and from 140 to 126
mm, respectively. Supportive forces increased from the start to the end (3.5 to 4.0 N),
likely due to increases in stimulation amplitudes which were applied to maintain weightbearing and propulsive stepping.

I MPLEMENTATION

IN AN I NT EGRATED

C I RCUIT

The final objective of this study was to amalgamate the control and stimulation
paradigms required for ISMS into an integrated circuit that could operate without
intervention from desktop computers. 45,46 This locomotion processing unit (LPU)
provided a proof-of-principle for an implantable ISMS device that could eventually
translate to clinical use. The core decision making procedure of the LPU contained a
programmable, state-based realization of the walking cycle similar to that implemented
in software.36 Each state of the LPU allowed for adjustments in stimulation parameters
such as amplitudes and waveforms. Transitions occurred between states based on predetermined timings or sensory feedback rules with similar capabilities to the software
based controller.36 The output of the LPU applied biphasic, cathodic leading stimulation
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waveforms through the ISMS electrode array to generate the desired walking-like
movements. The LPU contained the software control strategy and stimulation paradigm
on a chip, so it could operate as a stand-alone device without intervention from a
personal computer. This is advantageous for application in over-ground walking as it
provides the recipient with more mobility.
The LPU was tested in Cat E after 150 trials were performed with the full-size system.
The LPU produced 42 successful trials (out of 49) equaling a “walking” distance of
121.8m. These successful trials replicated the performance of its software counterpart
in producing functional over-ground walking-like movements (see Table 3-1). During
these LPU trials, the mean stimulation levels of the flexor and extensor groups were
30.0 ± 3.44µA and 47.1 ± 17.30µA, respectively. This was similar to the corresponding
mean stimulation levels with the full-size system (37.1 ± 10.19 µA and 51.3 ± 20.27 µA,
respectively). Overall, the LPU produced ranges of movement for the hip, knee, and
ankle of 23 ± 1.88°, 29.4 ± 2.29°, and 59.4 ± 4.45°, respectively, which were similar to
those produced by the full-size system. The mean supportive forces for walking-like
movements with the LPU were larger (2.00 ± 0.39N) than those with the full-size system
(1.68 ± 0.35N); however, these higher forces did not translate into increased walking
speed (0.13 ± 0.03m/s and 0.16 ± 0.02m/s for the LPU and software controller,
respectively). With further adjustments of the stimulation parameters, we believe that
comparable walking speeds and angles of motion to that obtained by the full-size
system would be possible. Supportive forces during the LPU trials are shown in figure 34.
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D ISCUSSION

Over-ground “walking” in an anesthetized animal of over 835 m with the potential to
walk even farther, was produced by ISMS through a few microwire electrodes implanted
in each side of the spinal cord. ISMS elicited coordinated multi-joint movements by
activating spinal networks which remain intact following spinal cord injury, and
produced walking-like movements with similar kinematics to natural walking. Ranges of
motion and force production remained relatively constant showing only minor decay
over “walking” distances of 835m (average of 4384 steps), and were reproducible over
multiple cats. The ISMS amplitudes were on average very low (< 100 µA), and
adjustments in these amplitudes could compensate for gradual changes in walking.
These exciting findings demonstrate, for the first time, that ISMS may be an effective
approach for producing functional, weight-bearing and propulsive walking after spinal
cord injury. Walking-like movements over distances that are more than 6 times longer
than those achieved with currently available peripheral FES systems can be obtained. 9
The capacity of ISMS to produce long distances of functional over-ground walking in
models of spinal cord injury with long-term ISMS implants remains to be tested.
Nonetheless, previous studies demonstrated that a chronic ISMS implant in animal
models with intact spinal cords can function properly for 6 months (longest duration
tested). 32 Moreover, short-term ISMS implants in animal models with chronic spinal
cord injury demonstrated that functional, weight-bearing stepping can be produced.30
Long-term implants in animal models of chronic spinal cord injury would ensure that
ISMS could also reliably produce over ground walking movements and forces over long
durations of time. Moreover, in chronically implanted preparations in which recovery
from the ISMS implantation surgery would be possible, anesthesia would not be needed
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during the walking trials, which removes inhibitory effects associated with anesthetic
agents and potentially produce even larger forces during walking with ISMS. Previous
studies in which anaesthesia was not needed, ISMS was capable of producing supportive
forces in excess of 20N during stance. 30,47 This more clinically relevant model may allow
lower initial stimulation amplitudes to produce equivalent forces, which would further
reduce muscle fatigue and increase walking distances.
The LPU integrated chip system successfully implemented the ISMS as demonstrated by
the desktop system. This represented the first time that control strategies capable of
using real-time sensory feedback and on board stimulators were miniaturized to a
standalone chip and produced similar in vivo results to those produced by a full-sized
desktop system. This is a key step towards realizing a wearable prosthetic device that
can process the necessary sensory information to produce a time changing stimulation
pattern for restoring walking. Because ISMS utilizes very low stimulation currents, it
lends itself to implementation in an integrated circuit that consumes low power. The
LPU consumed an average of 15.3mW during a walking cycle and can eventually be
wirelessly powered and controlled through a transcutaneous induction link. With further
improvements, such as an increased number of stimulation channels and a smaller
device size, an implantable version of the prosthesis may provide a mobile solution for
restoring walking in the future. Hopefully soon, ISMS can make the translation from the
bench to the bedside and begin improving the quality of life of people with paraplegia.
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S UPPLEMENTARY M ETHODS
I M P LA NT A T I ON

All experimental procedures were approved by the University of Alberta’s Animal Care
and Use Committee. A total of 5 male intact cats (4.2-5.5 kg) were used in acute, 1 daylong, non-recovery experiments. Cats were anaesthetized with sodium pentobarbital
and a laminectomy was performed on vertebrae L4 to L6 to expose spinal cord segments
L4-S1. A fine-wire array consisting of 12 electrodes per side was implanted bilaterally
(Pt-Ir 80-20%, 50µm diameter, 0.1mm deinsulated tip). The electrode tips were
implanted to target the ventral horns of the gray matter. Maps of motoneuron pools
were used to target hip and knee flexors, knee extensors and a full limb extensor
synergy for each side (3 electrodes per function). 30,31,33,48

E LEC T R IC A L S T I MU LA T I ON

The 8 electrodes per side producing the best upward, forward, downward and backward
limb movements were selected and connected to a 16-channel bench-top current
controlled stimulator that delivered trains of charge balanced, biphasic pulses (up to 120
µA, monophasic, 290 µs pulse width, 62 Hz). Stimulation was modified in real-time by a
controller capable of adapting the intrinsic timing cycle with sensory feedback.36 For a
subset of 49 trials in Cat E, the best 7 electrodes per side were selected and connected
to the LPU that contained an on-board stimulator (approximately 60Hz, 245µs pulse
width, biphasic up to 120µA). The stimulation frequency was an approximation as
stimulation waveforms were triggered by an integrate-and-fire neuron circuit. The
stimulation output was charge balanced by matching the anodic and cathodic phase
durations. The LPU’s stimulation amplitudes were modified to match the movements
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generated by the 16 channel stimulator used for the previous “walking” trials of Cat E.
For both the desktop-based system and the LPU, the step cycle duration was set to 1.5 s.
Four sequential controller states (1 flexion and 3 extension states, E1, E2, and E3) each
accounted for 20%, 20%, 20%, and 40%, respectively (See Mazurek et al. for details). 36

E X P ER IM ENT A L P R OC E DU R E

After implantation, the cats were transferred to an instrumented walkway and partially
suspended in a cart-mounted sling and maintained under anaesthesia. Motion tracking
markers were fixed to the right hind limb to record kinematics with a camcorder
positioned 4.5 m away from the midpoint of the walkway with lens parallel to the
walkway (120 fps, JVC Americas Corp., Wayne, NJ, USA). Markers were placed on the
iliac crest, hip, knee, ankle and metatarsophalangeal joints. Force transducers mounted
under the walkway plates captured independent left and right supportive (vertical) and
propulsive (horizontal) forces. During the setup trials, appropriate stimulation
amplitudes were established for the 4 controller states (flexion, E1, E2, and E3). Once
the ISMS parameters for traverse the walkway during setup trials was established
(average: 9 setup trials), data collection began and the hind limbs bilaterally propelled
the cat and the cart a distance of 2.9m (the walkable length of the walkway). For the
majority of the trials, the mass of the cart and equipment on it was offset by a pulley
system to reduce the effect of static friction (by pulling the cart forward with about 510% of the cat body mass). The controller had the capability to process incoming signals
from external sensors (force transducers, accelerometers and gyroscopes) in real time
with a moving average filter of 120ms in Matlab (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA).
Initial experiments were terminated when the cat could no longer traverse the walkway,
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but as the number of trials greatly increased, experiments were terminated after 300
trials were reached. For 1 cat, the desktop-based controller and data collection
hardware were replaced with a stand-alone chip (LPU) for 49 trials in the middle of the
experiment.
Immediately following each experiment, the cats which were still deeply anaesthetized,
were perfused intracardially with Formalin (4 % formaldehyde). The spinal cord was
then extracted with the implanted array in place and imaged using magnetic resonance
imaging to determine the location of the electrode tips in relationship to the gray
matter.

O U T C OM E

M EA S U RES

A trial was considered successful if the cat traversed the entire length of the walkway
(2.9m) within 90 seconds. To account for variations in stepping when “walking” was
initiated and terminated within a trial, a 2.2m section in the middle of the walkway was
used for analysis. Marker positions were digitized by custom Matlab software written by
Dr. Douglas Weber (University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). Each frame was
calibrated with a known set of reference markers. All kinematic parameters were
calculated from the marker set and filtered using a 3Hz low pass Butterworth filter (10th
degree).
The beginning of each step was indicated by touchdown on the force plate. Stepping
parameters were determined for each step and averaged across a trial. Ground
clearance was recalibrated for each step with respect to the walkway location to
minimize tracking error. The coupling of movements between 2 joints was assessed
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using the angular component of the coefficient of correspondence (ACC), which was
calculated according to methods described by Field-Foote et al. 43
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F IGURES

Figure 3-1: Overall setup and implanted electrode locations
A)

The tip locations of the 8 electrodes selected for ISMS per side are shown
for the 3 cats that walked the largest number of trials. Locations are shown
with respect to the grey matter. Green= hip flexion (forward limb
movement), yellow= ankle flexion (upward limb movement), red=knee
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extension (downward limb movement), blue= extensor synergy (backward
limb movement).
B)

Experimental setup with sensor locations on the suspended cat. An orange
insert shows the implant location of the ISMS electrodes. For the majority
of trials, “walking” was elicited by a full size computer system. During a
subset of trials on Cat E, a compact integrated circuit was used to produce
“walking” (LPU).
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Figure 3-2: ISMS “walking” trial with maximal force production (Cat E)
A)

Stick figure representations of the right hind limb are shown every 120ms for

the duration of the trial. The hind limb insert shows conventions for kinematic
parameters.
B)

Distance between the hip marker and the metatarsophalangeal (MTP) joint.

C)

Angle of the vector described in B) with respect to forward horizontal, measured

clockwise.
D)

Supportive (vertical) forces for the left and right hind legs.
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E)

Propulsive (parallel to direction of walking) forces for left and right hind legs.

F)

Angle-angle plots of the hip, knee and ankle joints. Each step is shown in a

different colour.
G)

Similar to f), angle-angle plots for walking on a treadmill by a naïve (normal) cat.
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Figure 3-3: Kinematics of ISMS-produced “walking” in Cat E throughout the course of
the experiment
A)

Each panel shows the range of hip, knee or ankle joints, respectively, across

trials. For the region shaded in gray, ISMS amplitudes and control parameters were kept
constant to track changes in “walking”. A linear trend line was fit to this section if the
changes were significant. The trials from 150-200 used the LPU.
B)

Similar to a) and shows the average peak ground clearance of the paw per trial.

C)

Similar to a) and shows the average stride length per trial.

D)

Angle-angle plots demonstrating consistency of “walking” at the beginning and

end of the constant parameter section for hip-knee relationship.
E)

Similar to c), for hip-ankle relationship.
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Figure 3-4: Supportive force during ISMS-generated “walking” for Cat E over the course
of the experiment (including LPU)
The average peak supportive forces for the left and right legs are shown per trial for the
entire experiment in Cat E. Cumulative distance “walked” is displayed above the traces.
Forces were normalized to an average of the first 5 trials. Linear trend lines were fitted
to the constant parameter trials for each leg to show long term changes. After a slight
force recovery due to the time required to converted to the integrated ISMS chip
controller, the LPU generated similar forces to those produced using the full size system
(darkest shaded region). For the remaining trails, ISMS stimulation amplitudes and
control parameters were modified using the full size system.
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Experiment-Based
Setup Trials
Successful Trials
Distance walked (m)
Mean Stim. Amp EXT (μA)
Mean Stim. Amp FLEX (μA)

Cat A

Cat B

Cat C

2
65
188.5
All
82.4
± 11.28

22
29
84.1
All
56.8
± 9.98

Start
43

End
86

11
210
609

96.6

38.5

100.6

± 38.80

± 23.80

Full size system

71.5

All
± 15.69

Start
46.2

End
69.3

80.7

63.7

± 18.37

60.4

Cat D

Cat E

5
288
835.2

11
241
698.9

56.3

All
± 16.41

Start
34.5

End
53

83

71.3

± 11.85

49.5

LPU
Cat E

37.1

All
± 10.19

58.8

51.3

± 20.27

8
42
121.8
All
30
± 3.44
±
47.1 17.30

Average ± SEM
Cats C, D, E

55.0

± 10.0

62.1

± 5.8

Trial-Based
n Trials
Velocity (m/s)
Strides

0.11
15.3

34
± 0.02
± 3.77

0.044
33.5

15
± 0.01
± 4.28

10
0.07
22.1

10
0.088
16.9

0.075
20.7

146
± 0.02
± 5.89

10
0.12
13.2

10
0.09
15.2

0.12
13.6

128
± 0.02
± 3.73

10
0.17
8.9

10
0.15
10.3

0.16
9.63

192
± 0.02
± 1.57

0.13
12.6

36
± 0.03
± 3.23

155.3
0.1
14.6

± 19.1
± 0.02
± 3.2

Stride-Based
n Strides
Peak Ground Clearance (mm)
Stride Length (mm)
Hip Range (deg)
Knee Range (deg)
Ankle Range (deg)
ACC Hip-Knee
ACC Hip-Ankle
2
Area Hip-Knee (deg )
2
Area Hip-Ankle (deg )

18.5
118
28.8
30.7
49
0.65
0.78
0.44
0.85

523
± 3.96
± 18.20
± 3.80
± 3.99
± 6.80
± 0.09
± 0.10
± 0.07
± 0.12

5.25
78
18.2
21.1
33.2
0.63
0.79
0.39
0.76

506
± 0.62
± 9.00
± 1.62
± 1.26
± 4.34
± 0.05
± 0.05
± 0.03
± 0.13

221
12
101
20.7
25.5
57.1
0.61
0.75
0.49
1.48

169
6.92
101
20.8
30.7
53
0.68
0.85
0.62
1.51

9.5
100
19.8
28.9
52.1
0.64
0.8
0.66
1.53

3031
± 6.95
± 13.38
± 5.51
± 8.44
± 9.23
± 0.07
± 0.06
± 0.24
± 0.23

132
7.54
141
24.8
26.6
64.1
0.52
0.65
0.37
1.51

152
4.52
115
23
30.6
53.5
0.69
0.77
0.49
1.25

6.3
126
22.8
28.9
58.9
0.56
0.66
0.41
1.35

1752
± 1.67
± 18.02
± 3.78
± 5.16
± 13.93
± 0.08
± 0.07
± 0.12
± 0.11

89
13
178
28.1
31.9
78.2
0.6
0.72
0.53
1.82

103
10.7
161
26.5
27.3
67.6
0.68
0.8
0.46
1.45

11.5
159
26.7
29.4
70
0.62
0.74
0.49
1.58

1808
± 1.74
± 14.50
± 2.45
± 2.45
± 5.67
± 0.07
± 0.07
± 0.08
± 0.18

7.14
129
23
29.4
59.4
0.6
0.73
0.43
1.4

453
± 4.57
±12.44
± 1.88
± 2.29
± 4.45
± 0.10
± 0.07
± 0.07
± 0.12

2197.0
9.1
128.3
23.1
29.1
60.3
0.6
0.7
0.5
1.5

± 417.3
± 1.5
± 17.1
± 2.0
± 0.2
± 5.2
± 0.02
± 0.04
± 0.1
± 0.1

Step-Based
n Steps
Peak Supportive Force (N)
Mean Supportive Force (N)
Force Duration (s)

3.67
2.49
0.84

1042
± 0.82
± 0.45
± 0.14

3.34
0.99
0.86

1005
± 0.21
± 0.14
± 0.19

445
4.12
2.90
1.13

340
3.30
2.31
0.98

3.73
2.55
1.02

6057
± 0.65
± 0.44
± 0.11

264
3.72
2.61
0.74

317
5.21
3.52
1.06

4.42
2.91
0.79

3495
± 1.02
± 0.52
± 0.23

178
2.72
1.86
0.79

200
3.49
2.16
0.82

2.44
1.68
0.72

3600
± 0.50
± 0.35
± 0.17

3.08
2.00
0.86

888
± 0.75
± 0.39
± 0.17

4384.0
3.5
2.4
0.8

± 837.0
± 0.6
± 0.4
± 0.1

Table 3-1: Comparison of “walking” across all cats
Kinematic and force parameters are shown for each cat. Parameters were grouped according to experiment, trial, stride or step. The majority of
trials across all cats were collected using the full size system. A subset of trials in Cat E used the LPU. Cats C, D, and E were used for longevity
analysis due to the large number of walking trials. An average of the first and last 10 trials were used as the start and end values for each cat. An
average across all trials was recorded in the ‘all’ columns. Mean ± standard deviation unless otherwise stated.
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C HAPTER 4: R EAL - TIME CONTROL OF WALKING USING

RECORDINGS FR OM DORSAL ROOT GANGLIA

I NTRODUCTIO N

Many people with paraplegia due to a traumatic spinal cord injury (SCI) have a strong
desire to walk again (Widerstrom-Noga et al., 1999; Brown-Triolo et al., 2002).
Neuroprostheses can restore some walking functionality by activating parts of the
nervous system. However, neuroprostheses will not likely replace the wheelchair for
mobility purposes due to high energy costs (Ragnarsson, 2008; Stein et al., 2005;
Thrasher and Popovic, 2008). Devices such as the Parastep (combined electrical
stimulation and leg bracing) that electrically activate motor nerves to produce
contractions in paralyzed muscles can restore limited walking function (Graupe and
Kohn, 1998). One of the main limitations of the Parastep is its inability to adapt to
perturbations in the environment through sensory feedback. The control of natural
walking within the spinal cord utilizes a combination of descending control, sensory
feedback and intrinsic timing modulated by a central pattern generator (Pearson, 1995;
McCrea and Rybak, 2008; Prochazka et al., 2002a; Rossignol et al., 2006). Mimicking the
control mechanisms within the spinal cord has been the most successful approach to
restore walking and has highlighted the importance of sensory feedback (Yakovenko,
2011; Mazurek et al., 2012; Guevremont et al., 2007; Yakovenko et al., 2004).
Foot drop stimulators are neuroprostheses that have successfully used sensor feedback
since the 1960s to improve walking performance in people with reduced ability to
voluntarily contract ankle flexor muscles (Liberson et al., 1961). These devices use
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sensory feedback to time electrical stimulation of the common peroneal nerve during
the swing phase of the gait cycle causing ankle dorsiflexion. In the 1960s, Liberson used
a force transducer (or foot switch) placed in the heel of the shoe to detect contact with
the ground (Liberson et al., 1961). However, the heel switch can perform unreliably
(with different shoes or when patients accept most of the weight on the ball of the
foot). Some modern foot drop stimulators use a tilt sensor, EMG sensing, or recordings
from peripheral nerves to detect gait events (Dai et al., 1996; Taylor et al., 1999; Graupe
et al., 1983; Burridge et al., 2007).
Where foot drop stimulators use one or two sensors to control a single joint,
neuroprosthetic systems for restoring walking may require a larger number of sensors to
control the coordinated action of many joints. Recent advances in sensor manufacturing
have resulted in the creation of small, low power, and accurate sensors for a variety of
sensing modalities (e.g., accelerometers, gyroscopes; Analog Devices, Norwood, MA,
USA). Even with their small size, the external sensors may be cumbersome to don and
difficult to place correctly for accurate measurements (Webster, 1992).
Natural control of walking also requires large amounts of accurate sensory information
(Rossignol et al., 2006). Sensory afferents convey information about a variety of
modalities (e.g., position, pressure) to the locomotor networks in the spinal cord. The
cell bodies from these sensory afferents are located in the dorsal root ganglia (DRG) just
outside the spinal cord for each spinal level. Action potentials can be recorded
extracellularly from the DRG and decoded to provide sensory information (Loeb and
Duysens, 1979; Stein et al., 2004a; Stein et al., 2004b). There are many algorithms for
decoding sensory information such as linear decoding, Kalman filters or Bayesianmodified Kalman filters (Carmena et al., 2005; Stein et al., 2004b; Li et al., 2009; Li et al.,
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2011). Although there is still some debate, the majority of the information is contained
within the firing rate (action potentials/second) of action potentials recorded from
single neurons (single units) rather than within multi-unit activity or local field potentials
(Mehring et al., 2003; Stark and Abeles, 2007; Cunningham et al., 2009). Therefore,
single units may produce the highest prediction accuracy (Bansal et al., 2012). As early
as the 1970s, it was shown that long term recordings of single sensory cells could be
decoded during awake walking in chronically implanted cats (Prochazka et al., 1976;
Loeb et al., 1977).
The recent development of high density silicon recording arrays (e.g., Utah electrode
arrays) has enabled the simultaneous extracellular recording from 100 electrodes
(Nordhausen et al., 1996; Branner and Normann, 2000). The ability to record
simultaneously from populations of neurons has allowed new decoding methods to
extract a wide range of neural information, from the motor commands in the cerebral
cortex to bladder pressure levels in the spinal cord (Velliste et al., 2008; Patil et al.,
2004; Bruns et al., 2011).
Stein et al. demonstrated the first implantation of a Utah array into the DRG to record
simultaneously from many sensory afferents in anaesthetized cats (Stein et al., 2004b).
They post-processed recordings made during passive limb movements and decoded
hind limb position from collections of neurons in the DRG. To implement DRG feedback
in a walking device, decoded predictions of hind limb state will need to be calculated in
real time. Recently, limb location from DRG recordings were predicted in real time and
used to control intramuscular stimulation patterns in cats (Bauman et al., 2011). The
algorithm moved the leg sequentially to one of four quadrants based on predicted limb
location.
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The present study used a novel form of functional electrical stimulation (FES) called
intraspinal microstimulation (ISMS) to elicit walking-like movements. ISMS does not
fatigue the muscles as quickly as intramuscular stimulation, and is, therefore, a better
candidate to be implemented in an eventual neuroprosthesis (Lau et al., 2007; Bamford
et al., 2005; Mushahwar and Horch, 1998). ISMS uses an array of fine wires to
electrically stimulate motor neuron pools in the ventral horn of the lumbar spinal cord
which can selectively activate individual muscles (Mushahwar and Horch, 1997, 2000).
The motor neuron pools are interconnected by interneurons that are responsible for the
activation of synergistic muscles producing multi-joint movements (Mushahwar and
Horch, 2000; Prochazka et al., 2002b; Saigal et al., 2004; Mushahwar et al., 2002).
The combination of ISMS and DRG feedback completely internalizes the neural
interfaces for a walking prosthetic. Together, they can be implanted in a small region
along the spinal cord (approximately 5 cm in humans) that can be accessed through one
surgical site. Unfortunately, the close proximity of the intraspinal stimulation electrodes
(within 2 cm) to the recording arrays can cause stimulation artifacts that can overwhelm
the action potentials (Weber et al., 2007). Recording in the DRG during peripheral
stimulation (e.g., intramuscular stimulation) is less susceptible to artifacts due to a
greater distance between the stimulation site and the recording arrays. However, the
current amplitude levels are much lower for ISMS which may at least partially offset the
smaller distance separating the stimulation and recording sites. Additionally,
contamination of recordings by biopotentials (such as electromyographic activity) can be
prevented by placing shielding around the recording array (Clark et al., 2011).
This study provides a proof-of-principle for using continuous real time predictions of
limb state based on sensory afferent firing in the DRG to control walking. Combining this
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form of internally-derived feedback with a form of stimulation that is delivered through
the spinal cord could eventually lead to a fully implantable neuroprosthetic system for
walking. The system was tested by using the limb state predictions in combination with
a previously developed walking control algorithm, to limit backward extension in
response to varying perturbations (Mazurek et al., 2012). We also tested a number of
factors affecting prediction quality, including the type of external sensor used for
training, the frequency of retraining, the number of neurons required for an accurate
model, and the effect of stimulation artifacts on prediction quality.

M ETHODS

I M P LA NT A T I ON

All experimental procedures were approved by the University of Alberta’s Animal Care
and Use committee. A total of 5 intact cats (3.6-5.7 kg) were used in acute, one daylong, non-recovery experiments. Anesthesia was initially induced with isoflurane (5%),
and subsequently replaced with sodium pentobarbital under which the animals were
maintained throughout the implantation procedures and data collection (induction:
25mg/kg intravenously; maintenance: 1 in 10 dilutions of the anesthetic). A
laminectomy was performed to expose spinal cord segments L4-S1 and the right side L6
and L7 DRG (figure 1). A fine-wire array consisting of 12 electrodes (Pt-Ir 80-20%, 50µm
diameter, 4 µm polyimide insulated, 0.1mm deinsulated tip) was implanted in the right
side of the spinal cord for stimulation. The fine-wire array was fixed to the L3 spinous
process using dental acrylic. The electrodes were implanted in the right side of spinal
cord with their tips targeting the ventral horn of the gray matter. Maps of the motor
neuron pools were used to target regions that produce hip flexion, ankle flexion, knee
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extension and a full limb extensor synergy in the ipsilateral hind limb when activated
through ISMS (3 electrodes per function)(Saigal et al., 2004; Yakovenko et al., 2002;
Vanderhorst and Holstege, 1997). The stimulation return electrode was a 9-strand
stainless steel wire (AS632, Cooner Wire Inc., Chatsworth, CA, USA) deinsulated for
approximately 2 cm at its tip. To fix the return wire in place, the end of the wire was
tucked along the left side of the spinal cord between the cord and the spinal canal in the
center (rostal-caudally) of the stimulation array (figure 4-1, center). To record from the
DRG, Utah electrode arrays were implanted into the right L6, L7 or both dorsal root
ganglia with a high speed pneumatic inserter. Each Utah array consisted of either 4x10
(L6) or 5x10 (L7) electrodes with an electrode shank length of 1.5 mm (Blackrock
Microsystems, Salt Lake City, UT, USA). The recording ground electrode consisted of a
deinsulated band of braided stainless steel wire approximately 3 mm wide and curved
around the dorsal spinal cord between the stimulation and recording locations. The
recording reference wires were placed proximally and as close as possible to their
respective arrays (figure 4-1, center).

E LEC T R IC A L S T I MU LA T I ON

The 8 electrodes producing the best response to ISMS in the ipsilateral limb were
selected and connected to a custom 16 channel current controlled stimulator that
delivered trains of charge balanced, biphasic pulses (up to 120 µA, 290 µs pulse width,
62 Hz). Stimulation was modified in real-time by a controller capable of adapting an
intrinsic timing cycle with sensory feedback (Mazurek et al., 2012). The step cycle had a
duration of 1.5 s and consisted of four sequential controller states (1 flexion and 3
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extension states, E1, E2, and E3) each accounting for 20%, 20%, 20%, and 40% of the
step cycle respectively (See Mazurek et. al for details).

E X T E R NA L

S E NS ORS

Testing of walking was performed on an instrumented walkway (Cats A, B, C) or splitbelt treadmill (Cats D, E). Motion tracking markers were fixed to the right hind limb to
record two-dimensional kinematics using a camcorder with lens parallel to the walking
plane (120 fps, JVC Americas Corp., Wayne, NJ, USA). Markers were placed on the iliac
crest, and the hip, knee, ankle and metatarsophalangeal (MTP) joints. Marker positions
were digitized with custom Matlab software written by Dr. Douglas Weber (University of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). Hind limb segment length was defined as the distance
between the hip and MTP marker (referred to as: distance). Hind limb segment angle
was defined as the angle between the hip-MTP segment and horizontal (referred to as:
tilt) (figure 4-1, bottom). Force transducers mounted within the walkway and treadmill
captured supportive forces (vertical) of the right hind limb. A gyroscope was fixed to the
right foot and was continuously integrated to provide a measure of angle of the foot
with respect to horizontal. The gyroscope was reset during the end of the flexion phase
to eliminate the build-up of error due to drift. Force and gyroscope signals were
sampled using a Cerebus data acquisition system (Blackrock Microsystems, Salt Lake
City, UT, USA) at 1 kHz and filtered in Matlab (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA)
with a moving average filter of 120 ms.

NEURAL

S I GNA LS

The neural signals from the DRG were also recorded and processed with the Cerebus
system and Central software (v. 6.01.00.00). After filtering with a Butterworth filter (250
Hz - 7.5 kHz), the signals that crossed a manually set amplitude threshold were
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identified as action potentials of interest or "spikes". Spike sorting based on timevoltage windows was used to distinguish the signals of multiple neurons on one
recording electrode (channel). The time-voltage windows for all channels were set
during passive manipulation of the hind limb. All sensor data and timestamps of action
potentials were streamed into Matlab.

A R T I FA C T R EJECT I ON

Artifact rejection ensured that information recorded from the DRG consisted of natural
sensory afferent signals rather than waveforms artificially created by the electrical
stimulation in the spinal cord. Artifacts were rejected using two software filters, one
based on the timing and the other on the amplitude of the artifact. Unlike action
potentials which may appear on one or few neighboring channels, an artifact appeared
across almost all recording channels concurrently as it conducted through the tissue.
Therefore, if a synchronous event was detected across at least 60% of the channels, the
following 1 ms window was rejected to discard the artifact. Additionally, artifacts were
discarded based on their amplitudes. Often artifacts were much larger in amplitude
(sometimes an order of magnitude) than action potentials. So when either the positive
or negative phase of a waveform exceeded ± 600 µV, it was assumed to be an artifact
and was discarded.

P R E DI C T I ON A LGOR I T HM

The controller developed models for real time predictions of external sensor signals
using neural recordings from the DRG. The first phase, called the training phase,
compared signals from external sensors (distance and tilt from video recordings, foot
angle from gyroscope signal, and forces) with the firing rates of DRG neurons after a
recorded trial. The result of the training phase was a set of multivariate linear equations
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which used the firing rates of selected units to predict the signal of an external sensor.
During the second phase, the testing phase, the model was used to create a real time
prediction of an external sensor signal and in some trials, use that prediction for closed
loop control.
T R A IN IN G
The objective of the training process was to build a multivariate linear model to predict
the signals from external sensors based on the weighted firing rates of selected units
within the DRG. Prediction models could be created using any recorded external signals.
Training was performed on 20 seconds of stepping produced by ISMS under open loop
control, during which neural signals and external sensor signals were simultaneously
captured. Filtered gyroscope and force plate signals were resampled to the frequency of
the video recordings (1/120 s). Video recordings required further processing before they
could be used for training. The marker locations were digitized and the tilt and distance
of the vector connecting the hip to the limb endpoint was calculated. The first
derivatives for all external sensory signals were also calculated. Methods are similar to
the offline training algorithm described in Stein et al. (2004) and Weber et al. (2007)
(Stein et al., 2004b; Weber et al., 2007).
First, the discrete timestamps were converted into a continuous firing rate (𝑓𝑖 ) for each
unit:

1

(1) 𝑓𝑖 = ∆𝑡 ∑𝑗 �1 −

�𝑡𝑖−𝑡𝑗 �
∆𝑡

�

where ∆𝑡 is the sampling interval (1/120s), 𝑡𝑖 is the current sample time indexed by 𝑖,

and 𝑡𝑗 is the 𝑗th spike in the interval between the preceding and the following

samples [𝑡𝑖 − ∆𝑡, 𝑡𝑖 + ∆𝑡]. Both the firing rates and the external sensor signals were
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then filtered with a critically damped, 2nd order, low-pass filter with a time constant of
50 ms to prevent any time shifting (Stein et al., 2004a).
Next, the firing rate of each unit was correlated with an external sensor signal and its
derivative. The units were ranked according to correlation and two separate groups of
units, those best correlated with the signal and those best correlated with the
derivative, were selected. The groups could contain any combination of different or
similar units. A pre-determined number (selected by the operator) of the most highly
correlated units were included in the prediction model (10 units was the default). Then
the linear model was trained using least squares regression to find an optimal set of
coefficients (𝑐𝑘 ) to relate the firing rates to the external sensory signal:
(2) 𝑞�𝑖 = 𝑐0 + ∑𝑁
𝑘=1(𝑐𝑘 ∙ 𝑓𝑖,𝑘 )

where 𝑞�𝑖 is the estimated value of state variable 𝑞 at time 𝑖. The estimate is derived
from a weighted summation of firing rates of 𝑁 neurons and 𝑓𝑖,𝑘 is the firing rate of

neuron 𝑘 at time 𝑖. 𝑐0 is a bias term in the regression model.

After the model was generated, the firing rates (previously used to generate the model)
were used as inputs to create a prediction of the external sensor signal. The error
between signal and prediction (expressed as variance accounted for (VAF), see below)
served as a measure of the training quality. Since some sensory afferents contain both
the measurement and its first derivative (for instance: position and velocity), the final
stage in the training process optimally weighted the prediction of the signal with its
prediction of the derivative to best match the external sensory signal. For the weighting,
a number (𝑤) between 0 and 1 was created representing the proportion of the signal to
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the derivative. The algorithm systematically combined the signal and derivative at 0.01
proportional increments from 𝑤 =0 to w=1 according to:
(3) 𝑞�𝑖 = 𝑤 ∙ �𝑞�𝑖−1 +

𝑑𝑞�𝑖
𝑑𝑡

∙ ∆𝑡� + (1 − 𝑤) ∙ 𝑞�𝑖

where 𝑞�𝑖 is the new estimate using a weight of 𝑤 for the 𝑖th sample time. The first

derivative

𝑑𝑞�𝑖
𝑑𝑡

is integrated to provide an independent estimate of the prediction.

The optimal weight maximized the variance accounted for (VAF) between the weighted
prediction and the external sensor signal. This procedure was repeated for all selected
external sensors and resulted in an independent model to predict each external sensor
signal.
T E S TIN G
The testing phase used the model weightings created during the training phase to
predict external sensor signals in real time using only streaming neural recordings.
Several external sensor signals can be simultaneously predicted due to the low
computational demand of the prediction models. The predictions were updated every
31 ms (the frequency of the controller). Only timestamps from the lists of highly
correlated units selected by the models were processed. The timestamps (which
occurred since the previous prediction) were converted into continuous filtered firing
rates using the same calculations from the training phase. By solving equation (2), the
prediction of both the external sensor signals and its first derivative (𝑞�𝑖 ) were calculated

from the firing rates (𝑓𝑖,𝑘 ) using the trained model.

Then the predictions of the external sensor signal and its first derivative were
proportionally combined according to the weighting coefficient in equation (3). The final
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weighted prediction (𝑞�𝑖 ) was then recorded and fed into the IF-THEN rule base for

closed loop control. For Cats A, B and C, tilt and distance were predicted. For Cats D and
E gyroscope and force plate predictions were added.

E X P ER IM ENT A L P R OC EDU R E

A ND

T E S T P R OT OC OL

After implantation of ISMS microwires and DRG recording arrays, the cats were
transferred to an instrumented walkway (Cats A, B, C) or a split-belt treadmill (Cats D, E)
and partially suspended in a sling and maintained under anaesthesia. The walkway had a
cart that supported the sling (which in turn supported the head, fore limbs, trunk and
abdomen) while the hind limbs freely stepped on the two tracks with embedded force
transducers. The distance walked over the walkway was 2.9 m. Appropriate ISMS
amplitudes were established for producing movements in the ipsilateral limb that
corresponded to the four controller states (flexion, E1, E2, and E3) during initial setup
trials. Because unilateral stepping could not produce continuous motion, the cart was
pulled forward at constant velocity. During treadmill walking the belt speed was set to
match the step cycle (about 0.15 m/s). All walking trials were 25 s long.
At set intervals open loop trials were conducted to retrain the prediction algorithm.
There were no more than four consecutive test trials without retraining (except during
the “longevity test”, which tested the stability of predictions over time). Halfway
through the experiment, the thresholds and time-voltage windows for spike sorting
were adjusted to account for minor variations in waveform shape and amplitudes.
Furthermore, the sensory afferents were characterized according to their modality (e.g.
muscle spindles, skin receptors, etc.) by passively manipulating the leg following the
methods described in (Aoyagi et al., 2003). Waveform snippets (approximately 1.6 ms
duration, sampled at 30 kHz) of action potentials were collected during manual
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stimulation of the receptor to compare with the units used in the prediction models (for
Cats D and E only).
The experiment involved three types of trials: manual stepping and stepping produced
by ISMS with open loop control and closed loop control. During passive stepping trials,
an operator moved the foot of the cat in a stepping-like pattern and applied force
against the walking surface during the stance phase (both movement and force ranges
were consistent with stepping produced by ISMS). The operator minimized contact with
the foot during passive movements. During open loop trials the progression of controller
states was based on timing only. Open loop trials were used to test the number of units
required for prediction. The prediction algorithm was trained using 3, 5, 10 or 15 units
and then tested for 2 trials each. The stability of the predictions over time was tested in
longevity tests, during which 8 consecutive testing trials were performed without
retraining the model. To evaluate the effect of ISMS stimulation frequency on prediction
accuracy, the number of channels and stimulation frequency were reduced from the
standard of 8 channels at 62 Hz to 4 channels at 31 Hz. In order to maintain similar
kinematic and kinetic properties of walking during these trials, stimulation amplitudes
were increased by about 80%. During closed loop trials, the effect of activating a stanceto-swing phase transition was tested. Swing was initiated if the hind limb segment angle
crossed a threshold (rotation clockwise with respect to forward horizontal) to limit
backward hyperextension. Rule activation was tested by walking at different belt speeds
(0.10, 0.15, and 0.20 m/s) during the training and testing trials.

D A T A A NA LY S I S

Data analysis was performed on the middle 15 seconds of the trial (between 5-20 s) to
reduce the effects of starting and stopping the cart on the walkway. For consistency,
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analysis of the treadmill trials was also limited to the middle 15 seconds of a trial. The
trials were parsed into steps by taking the touchdown of the foot on the force plate as
beginning of each step. Stepping parameters were averaged across a trial.
The accuracy of the predictions against their simultaneously recorded external sensor
signals was evaluated with percentage variance accounted for (VAF%). VAF% is a
measure of the proportion of explained variance between the external sensory signal
and the predicted values.
VAF% was calculated by:
(4) 𝑉𝐴𝐹 % = 100% ∙ �1 −

𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝑞−𝑞�)
𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝑞)

�

where 𝑞and 𝑞� are, respectively, the actual and estimated state variables. A Chi-Square

goodness of fit test was used to test the distribution of the frequencies of the identified
unit types. A one-way ANOVA was used to test differences in population means
between sensor types. Differences between population means between the two
stimulation frequencies (32 Hz and 62 Hz) were tested using the t-test when all
statistical assumptions were met. A P value ≤ 0.05 was considered significant. All values
are shown as mean ± standard deviation.

R ESULTS
O P EN

LOOP S T EP P I NG

Five experiments in five cats produced a total of 72 open loop trials and 71 closed loop
trials with default parameters (62Hz stimulation, 10 units selected for training and
trained within four trials; see table 4-1). Table 4-1 shows the average kinematic
parameters and vertical forces per cat across unilateral stepping trials produced with
ISMS using open loop control. Peak distance appeared to be greater for the cats tested
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on the treadmill (224 to 235 mm) than for those on the walkway (191 to 206 mm);
similarly peak tilt appeared to be greater on the treadmill (129 to 134 °) than on the
walkway (110 to 118 °). The moving belt of the treadmill probably resulted in greater
backward extension of the hind leg. The mean peak ground reaction forces (%body
weight) were similar for the cats tested on the walkway (6 to 8.2%) and those tested on
the treadmill (6.4 to 8.9%).

A FFE R E NT S

U S E D I N P R EDI C T I ON

A Utah electrode array was implanted in the L7 DRG in cats A and B, in the L6 DRG in cat
D, and in L6 and L7 DRG in cat C and E (table 4-2). The arrays recorded from a total of
158 afferents (units) during passive manipulation of the hind limb in the five cats. For
the majority of these afferents, the location (e.g., skin, muscle) and sensory modality
(e.g., pressure, touch, stretch) could be identified (89%). The number of recordable units
per array was quite variable and depended on the success of the array injection
procedure in the DRG. The largest number of recordable units with one array was 37
(with a 4x10 array in L6 in cat D). There was no significant difference between the
number of cutaneous (41%) and muscle (48%) afferents identified (P=0.31). Based on
location, the likely number of units to be selected as predictors (out of 10) during
training is shown in table 4-2. A large number of the units used as predictors were not
identified (45%). All predictions (regardless of sensor type) used more muscle units than
cutaneous units (P<0.01).
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P R E DI C T I ON

DU R I NG

P A S S I VE M OVE M E NT S

Real time predictions of all external sensor signals during a single trial are shown in
figure 4-2. During this trial, the limb was passively moved in a stepping-like pattern with
realistic levels of force applied during the stance phase. Therefore, it illustrates the
capabilities of the real time prediction algorithm without the presence of stimulation
artifacts.
For prediction of kinematics, the prediction of tilt (VAF: 95%) was more accurate than
the prediction of distance (VAF: 67%). The gyroscope did not provide a usable signal
during passive movements because its integration had to be reset at precise times
within the step cycle to eliminate drift (VAF: 33%). The resets were pre-set in the
controller and were likely asynchronous with the passive movements. Force prediction
was the second most accurate with a VAF% of 82%. The force (artificially applied
pressure to mimic the stance phase) reached an average peak value of 18±0.9% body
weight (BW) across steps. This was somewhat higher than forces produced during ISMS
stepping in our experimental setup.

A R T I FA C T R EJECT I ON

Stimulation artifacts contaminated recordings of neural signals and degraded the
accuracy of the prediction based on those signals. Figure 4-3 shows neural recordings
before and after the implementation of artifact rejection filters in software on a single
trial. The first section shows neural recordings during an ISMS-driven stepping trial
without any artifact rejection. The patterned stimulation was applied from
approximately 3 to 23 seconds into the trial. In panel A, multiple action potentials from
a single identified unit are overlaid. In addition to the identified unit, large magnitude
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artifacts were also misidentified as the unit. In panel B, a histogram of the interspike
intervals (ISI) is plotted. Based on a stimulation frequency of 62 Hz, the intervals
between stimulation artifacts was approximately 16 ms. In the histogram, defined peaks
were visible at the stimulation frequency and its harmonics (32 ms, 48 ms, etc.). A large
number of events occurring at these frequencies implied that the detected spikes were
likely caused by stimulation artifacts instead of neural signals. Panel C shows a raster
plot of time of each identified spike per electrode for the trial. The spike marks (small
vertical lines) are colored according to the unit (gray: discarded waveforms, other
colors: accepted action potentials). During stimulation, large numbers of events were
continuously detected on all electrodes and appeared as a solid block. All of these
stimulation artifacts, which were recorded across all electrodes, are colored blue
indicating that they were identified as neural signals because their waveforms crossed
the time-amplitude window(s). In panels D-F, artifact rejection filters were activated
during recording of an otherwise similar stepping trial (recorded consecutively). Even
with the same stimulation parameters, the recordings consisted of clean neural signals
with few visible artifacts on the same electrodes. The waveform of the identified unit
shown in panel D did not contain any large amplitude artifacts and the ISI histogram
(panel E) did not have the characteristic peaks at the stimulation frequencies. In the
raster plot (panel F), the solid block of stimulation events was mostly eliminated by the
artifact rejection code and phasic firing of spikes was distinguishable. With artifact
rejection during an ISMS stepping trial, the average number of spikes per recording
electrode was reduced from over 1800 to approximately 250 spikes.
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P R E DI C T I ON

DU R I NG

ISMS

With the stimulation artifacts rejected, the real time prediction of external sensor
signals can be applied during stepping produced by ISMS. Figure 4-4 shows real time
predictions generated during a single trial of ISMS stepping. The layout is similar to
figure 4-2. The prediction accuracy (shown in red) was again high for both distance (VAF:
93%) and tilt (VAF: 90%). The average backward tilt was 132±0.6 °and was slightly more
than during passive manipulations (126±2.5 °). The gyroscope prediction of foot angle
was much better (VAF: 75%) than during the passive trial. The higher accuracy was likely
attributed to the synchronized gyroscope resets to the step cycle. Force profiles
displayed a steep decrease during the stance phase due to some backward slipping
caused by the moving treadmill belt. However, peak force was slightly less (9±1.8 %BW)
than in the passive trial and the prediction was less accurate (VAF: 53%). Overall, by
rejecting stimulation artifacts, the controller predicted kinematics and kinetics
accurately based on streaming neural signals.
Figure 4-5 shows the units used to predict tilt during the above mentioned trial and their
consistency between training and testing trials. The left column describes data from the
training phase during ISMS stepping. The first plot shows the overlap between the
measured and calculated tilt as a measure of fit of the model (VAF: 96%). The panels
below show the firing rates of the five most highly correlated units that were used in the
prediction, in order of decreasing correlation to the external sensor signal (tilt). Real
time prediction using the trained model had a VAF of 90%. The firing rates of the same
five units are also shown during the testing trial (same trial as figure 4-4; middle
column). The firing rates were well modulated to the stepping pattern during training.
During testing, the firing rates were similar magnitudes and were still well modulated.
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The right column contains the waveform plots recorded during the training and testing
trials for each corresponding unit. The waveform shapes did not change appreciably and
were likely recorded from the same unit in both trials. The two units that were best
correlated with tilt during the training phase were muscle spindles (gastrocnemius and
posterior biceps). Two units were identified as cutaneous afferents and one was
unknown.

EFFECTS OF SYSTEM SETTINGS
SENSOR TYPE

We first evaluated which external sensor signal could be predicted most accurately.
Figure 4-6 shows a bar graph of the average VAF for each external sensor signal for all
stepping trials with open loop ISMS. Distance models (VAF: 60±21%) had significantly
worse prediction accuracy than tilt models (VAF: 66±17%, P<0.001) although both had
reasonable accuracy. The gyroscope model provided the most accurate prediction of the
external sensor signal (VAF: 73±8%). The force prediction was the least correlated to
actual force measurements (VAF: 48±13%). Force prediction was significantly worse
than distance, tilt and gyroscope predictions (P<0.001). In summary, predictions of
kinematics were the most accurate; the prediction accuracy of force was lower.
NUMBER OF TRAINED UNI TS
Next, we identified the best number of single units required for prediction. Figure 4-7
shows prediction quality of each model after having been trained with 3, 5, 10, or 15
units. Each point includes an average of two ISMS-driven trials per cat with open loop
control. All external sensor signals showed a peak in VAF when 10 units where used for
training (VAF range: 53%-76%). The use of more or less units in the prediction model
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resulted in a lower prediction accuracy for all sensors. Prediction accuracy was the
lowest when the models (except for distance) were trained with 3 units (VAF range:
32%-65%).

TIME DU RATION
Another factor influencing prediction quality was the time elapsed after the training
phase because the neural signals recorded with a Utah electrode array change over
prolonged periods of time (hours). Figure 4-8 shows the prediction accuracy averaged
across cats (Cat B was not included due to technical issues) for up to eight successive
walking trials without retraining. Linear regression was performed on these trials to
determine if there was a significant relationship between trial number and prediction
accuracy. Tilt prediction accuracy was the only prediction that did not show a significant
correlation to time (p=0.18, r2=0.03). Initial prediction accuracy for distance was VAF:
70% and decreased to 46% (a decrease of 34%, p<0.01, r2=0.73). The gyroscope
prediction accuracy decreased by only 8% over trials (p<0.05, r2=0.65). Force prediction
was more variable over time but still showed a significant negative relationship between
trial number and prediction accuracy (p<0.05, r2=0.06). Linear trend lines fitted to the
VAF values plotted over time showed that force prediction had the steepest rate of
decay (4.0%/trial), while the gyroscope prediction had least decay (1.3%/trial). With this
rate of decay, and assuming an acceptable prediction accuracy of VAF > 50%, retraining
would be required approximately every 20 trials for the gyroscope.
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STIMULA TION FREQUENC Y
Lastly, prediction accuracy with two different stimulation frequencies (31Hz and 62Hz),
causing different amounts of artifacts, was compared to that of passive stepping (no
stimulation artifacts). The effect of two stimulation frequencies and varying numbers of
stimulation electrodes were tested. Stimulation frequency of 62 Hz through eight
electrodes resulted in the greatest number of artifacts that would possibly be
encountered in an ISMS-based neuroprosthesis. To study the prediction in the presence
of the minimal amount of stimulation artifacts, unilateral stepping was produced with
four channels of stimulation at a reduced frequency of 31 Hz. This is the minimal
number of channels and the minimal frequency needed to produce walking in one leg.
However, the stimulation amplitudes were increased by ~ 80% to maintain a similar
walking pattern. In figure 4-9, the prediction accuracy for each external sensor
(averaged across cats during open loop trials) is shown for passive, 31 Hz and 62 Hz ISMS
conditions. The poor gyroscope prediction during passive movement was previously
addressed and was due to the asynchronous resetting of the integration. Gyroscope
prediction improved during ISMS stepping when the resetting was synchronized to the
step cycle (31Hz: VAF of 69±11%, 62Hz: VAF of 73±8%). Tilt prediction accuracy was the
highest during passive movements (VAF: 81±10%). Also, force prediction accuracy was
the highest during passive movements (VAF: 84±4%). For force, the prediction accuracy
for 31 Hz was significantly higher than 62 Hz (P<0.001). For distance and tilt, the
difference between 31 Hz and 62 Hz was not significant, P=0.11 and P=0.22,
respectively. Even at the highest frequency tested (62Hz), the prediction quality of
kinematic sensors still averaged VAF>60% while the force prediction had VAF>45%
suggesting that predictions can be made in the presence of ISMS.
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CLOSED LOOP PERFORMANCE

The predictions of external sensor signals were used for triggering a closed loop rule
base controller for walking using ISMS. When an external sensor signal (or its prediction)
crossed a rule activation threshold, an IF-THEN rule was activated immediately changing
the walking state to reduce undesirable stepping behaviour. During the closed loop trials
shown in figure 4-10, a single rule designed to limit backward hyperextension (by
changing states: propulsion to swing) was triggered based on real-time predictions of
hind limb segment angle.
The activations of the E3-F transition rule are shown in figure 4-10 during two
consecutive trials with different thresholds. The predicted tilt (red) was used to trigger
the rule while the recorded tilt (blue) was plotted to illustrate the prediction accuracy.
Crossing the threshold (horizontal dashed line) in the positive direction activated the
rule. Gray vertical bands highlight the time window within the step cycle for possible
rule activation. If the prediction of tilt exceeded the threshold within the activation
window, the rule activated (shown by a vertical black line at time of triggering) and the
controller immediately entered the swing phase. In the upper panel, the threshold
limited tilt to 135 °and since the prediction did not reach threshold, the rule did not
activate. In the bottom panel, all settings were the same except that the threshold was
lowered to 129 °. Since the prediction already exceeded the threshold at the onset of
the activation window during the first five steps, the rule activated immediately. During
the next four steps, the triggering occurred when the prediction crossed threshold. In
the second last step, the rule failed to trigger because the prediction did not cross the
threshold within the activation window. By causing an early transition to the swing
phase, the rule decreased the step duration by an average of 180 ms and consequently
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sped up the stepping. Overall, the rule limited backward hyperextension by reducing tilt
from 133±0.6 ° to 131±1 °. Simultaneously, the rule also reduced the range of motion in
hip, knee and ankle joints from 33±2, 43±4, 58±2 to 27±2, 31±3, 40±8 °, respectively.

A DA P T A T I ON

TO

T R EA DM I LL B E LT S P E E D

Next we showed how the E3-F transition rule adapted the stepping to different treadmill
belt speeds. The transition threshold was held constant across a set of three trials with
various treadmill belt speeds. The walking speed used in these experiments (0.15 m/s)
best matched the preprogramed timings in the step cycle (1.5s step duration; 20%, 20%,
20% and 40% for F, E1, E2 and E3 phases, respectively). In addition belt speed was
decreased to 0.10 m/s and increased to 0.20 m/s. Due to the time elapsed between
changing belt speed, tilt prediction models were retrained at each speed to ensure that
prediction quality was controlled and only treadmill speed was variable. Figure 4-11
shows the three trials plotted with a similar format to figure 4-10. The upper panel (slow
belt: 0.10 m/s) has no rule activations since the leg did not hyperextend before the
swing phase began. The average measured backward tilt was 124±1.1 °. The middle
panel (normal: 0.15 m/s) showed six steps that triggered rule activation which limited
the measured backward tilt to 128±2.1 °. The fastest belt speed (0.20 m/s) in the lower
panels had 12 steps trigger rule activation (every step) and the measured tilt was
130±1.5 °. For each of the speeds, the measured tilts were limited by a threshold of 129
°. As the belt speed increased, the leg was extended farther backwards (increased tilt)
during the stance phase and increased the chance of transitioning to swing due to
triggering from predicted sensory feedback.
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R U LE T R I GGE R I NG P E R FOR M A NC E

Rule triggering performance (based on a real time prediction) was compared to the
hypothetical triggering from the recorded external sensor signal for each step (table 43). A rule triggering was successful when both the prediction and the recorded external
sensory signal crossed the threshold within the activation window or neither crossed.
When both signals crossed, the time delay was measured between the crossing of the
prediction and the recorded sensor signal. A false positive was reported if the prediction
crossed the threshold but the recorded sensor signal did not. Conversely, false negatives
were reported when the recorded sensory signal crossed the threshold but the
prediction did not. Tilt and gyroscope prediction models were successful for a similar
proportion of steps (59.7% and 60.9%, respectively). When successful, the tilt sensor
had the lowest timing error (29.9±56.3 ms). The gyroscope prediction model had the
highest timing error (57.6±80 ms). The force prediction model produced the highest
number of successful activations at 96.3% of the 108 total steps and the lowest average
timing error with 15.3±65.6 ms. All sensors produced more false positives than false
negatives.
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D ISCUSSION

The main objective of the study was to develop an algorithm that could use real time
sensory information from neurons within the DRG as feedback for a future
neuroprosthetic walking device. Overall, the real time prediction accuracy was similar to
original work from our lab using offline prediction algorithms (Weber et al., 2007).
Previously, only offline predictions of distance and tilt were calculated.

A R T I FA C T

R EJEC T I ON

Stimulation artifacts from ISMS in close proximity to the recording site degrade
prediction performance by masking action potentials on most recording channels.
Previous offline artifact rejection methods were successfully applied in real time during
ISMS stepping (Weber et al., 2007). Recorded artifacts were rejected using two forms of
software filters previously mentioned: synchronous events and amplitude rejection.
Based on the waveforms of the recorded units and their ISI histograms, we determined
that most artifacts were successfully blocked. There were no non-physiological looking
waveforms and events did not arrive at intervals of the stimulation frequency.

S E NS OR T Y P E

Overall, the best predicted sensor model for the closed loop unilateral stepping
approach used in this study was tilt. It was the only prediction that did not show a
significant negative correlation with time (trial number), thus requiring less retraining.
Also, video-based segment angle prediction (tilt) had less timing error than gyroscopebased foot angle prediction (gyroscope) during successful closed loop rule activations
(while maintaining a similar percentage of successful activations). The main limitation to
training a tilt prediction model would be the space required for a video recording system
and its lack of portability. Potentially, a complementary filter combining an
accelerometer and gyroscope to accurately predict leg tilt could be used to train a
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prediction model in a smaller space while still providing reasonable prediction accuracy
(Lovse et al., 2012).
Force prediction had the lowest accuracy, possibly due to the lack of force or pressure
sensory afferents. We expected force prediction to utilize more of the pressure
receptors in the foot. Instead, based on identified units, force prediction was probably
being trained with a correlated limb position rather than cutaneous pressure and force.
The force prediction provided the highest percentage of successful activations of the
closed loop rule even though it had poor prediction accuracy. The hind limb angle
threshold for activating the transition rule coincided with a large change in signal (the
change from full load-bearing to almost nothing might have partially contributed), so it
was easy to cross the threshold. Other signals had smaller variations at the point of
threshold crossing, which made it more difficult to correctly trigger the rule.

T I M E D U R AT I ON

The only sensor prediction that did not show a significant degradation over time was tilt.
Retraining the prediction model was required throughout the experiment to maintain
the quality of prediction of all other prediction models. Highly specific receptor fields of
units can also result in changes in firing rates caused by variability in stepping. For
instance, if force is applied to the lateral border of the paw during stance and then, due
to paw placement, force is applied more medially, a lateral pressure sensory afferent
may not be activated. It is possible that sometime after eight trials the prediction decay
would reach a study plateau, but this was not tested.
Chronic implantation of Utah arrays should reduce the variability of the recorded units
and decrease the frequency of retraining. Previously, chronic recordings from neurons
within the DRG were consistent for up to 21 days (Weber et al., 2006, 2007). In the
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present study, units were sorted using manually set time-voltage windows. There are a
few approaches for sorting spikes online, most of which are based on clustering (Franke
et al., 2010). Changes in distance between electrodes and neurons causes neural signals
to change their waveform over an experiment (Cham et al., 2005). With online adaptive
sorting, minor changes in waveform amplitude or shape would not affect unit sorting
(Franke et al., 2010). Continuous online training algorithms would eliminate the need for
retraining. This would improve the feasibility of the technology for a neuroprosthetic
device.

N U M BER

OF

T R A I NED U NI T S

The number of units required for best prediction was 10 for all sensory prediction
models. This agreed with previous work by Stein et al., which suggested 6-8 units were
optimal for prediction and also noted a decline in prediction accuracy if more, poorly
correlated units were added (Stein et al., 2004b). More (15) or less (5) units resulted in
decreased prediction accuracy. Note that we used the best 10 correlated units out of 20
or 30 units recorded in a given experiment. Adding poorly correlated units likely adds
noise to the prediction. Thus, it is still best to record a large number of units so that an
adequate number of well correlated units is available for a given variable. Predictions
from multiple units also may be more robust to changes in the firing characteristics of
individual units over time and the appearance or disappearance of recorded units.

S T I M U LA T I ON F R EQU ENCY

Predictions of distance and tilt during passive movements were better than during ISMSdriven stepping. Additionally, a reduction in stimulation frequency resulted in an
increased prediction quality, but the trend was only significant for force. The greater the
frequency or the number of stimulation channels, the more artifacts are recorded in the
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DRG. Even though these artifacts are rejected in software, nerve action potentials
occurring during the artifact are lost, which degrades the quality of the prediction. Using
ISMS, bilateral walking could be restored using as few as four channels per side at 31 Hz
but would likely require eight channels per side (Holinski et al., 2012). The prediction
algorithm was tested using similar stimulation conditions (in terms of number of
stimulation pulses) that would be required for restoration of bilateral walking (8
channel, 62Hz condition). In this condition, if the duration of an artifact was about 1 ms
long, over half of the recording time would be discarded. A neuroprosthetic device with
DRG feedback should use the lowest stimulation frequency with the fewest number of
stimulation channels possible to restore walking.

C LOS ED

LOOP

P E R FOR M A NC E

The predictions activated an IF-THEN rule to transition from stance into the swing phase
to reduce backward hyperextension in the presence of an external perturbation. As
treadmill belt speed increased, the frequency of rule triggering increased as well,
limiting backward hyperextension. All sensor predictions were capable of triggering a
rule within the appropriate activation window during the walking cycle, with varying
performance. Setting thresholds accurately is critical for proper operation of the rules
and adaptive thresholding might provide better performance (Mazurek et al., 2012).
Interestingly, there appeared to be no correlation between prediction accuracy and the
number of successful activations of the transition rule. This implies factors other than
prediction quality, such as threshold location, rule design and sensor behaviour, may be
important as well.
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ISSUES

A ND I M PR OVE M E NT S

Prediction accuracy may be improved with advanced decoding models. Stein et al. have
shown that prediction gains can be made by using a second-order model; however,
higher order models show minimal further benefits (Stein et al., 2004a). Other models
have used individual representations of each sensory afferent resulting in an increased
performance when decoding certain parameters such as limb length distance but were
unable to improve prediction of limb tilt (Weber et al., 2011).These models require
more computational effort and predictions were made offline. With increasing
computational power in small devices, more complex models could become feasible for
real time prediction. Prediction accuracy also increased with two implanted arrays. The
availability of larger amounts of neural information would be advantageous to any
device relying on prediction.

FUTURE

DI R EC T I ONS

In the future, the algorithms should be tested with bilateral over ground walking.
Although substantial ground reaction forces were produced during both walkway and
treadmill stepping, better prediction accuracy might occur during self-propulsion. A
chronic implantation might also increase the recording stability of the units over time if
biocompatibility issues can be overcome. This would allow for less retraining and better
prediction accuracy over a longer duration.
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F IGURES

Figure 4-1: Experimental set up overview. Sensory signals recorded from video
recordings of the hind limb and from gyroscopes and force plates are recorded by the
Cerebus. Within the spinal cord, Utah arrays are implanted the dorsal root gangia and an
ISMS array is implanted. Sensory recordings from the Utah arrays are sorted and
recorded by the Cerebus. Training and real time prediction was done in Matlab from
streaming recordings from the Cerebus. The Matlab algorithm controlled an ISMS
stimulator to produce unilateral stepping-like movements. Distance and tilt parameters
are shown overlaid on the hind limb.
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Figure 4-2: Single trial predictions during passive stepping-like movement. Recorded
signals are in blue and real time predictions of the signal are in red. A) Motion capture of
the right hind limb every 120 ms. B) Distance from the hip to the limb endpoint. C) Angle
of the vector connecting hip to limb endpoint (measured clockwise from horizontal
forward). D) Integrated gyroscope signal. E) Supportive force in % body weight.
Predictions of external sensor signals are possible using recordings from the dorsal root
ganglia.
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Figure 4-3: Single neuron recordings without and with artifact rejection. Without artifact
rejection: A) Multiple waveforms identified as a single unit are overlaid with the average
waveform shown in black. Large amplitude stimulation artifacts are also erroneously
identified as the single unit. B) A histogram of interspike intervals (ISI) shows large
numbers of events occurring at harmonics of the stimulation frequency (16ms). C) A
raster plot of all channels with neural data. Each channel is plotted on a unique
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horizontal line. Each small vertical line represents detection of an action potential on an
electrode. Gray lines are unsorted units while colored lines represented signals accepted
for processing. Due to stimulation artifacts so many events are accepted that it appears
as a blue block. The channel of the single unit shown in A) and B) is highlighted with an
arrow. D), E), and F) are similar except show the same single unit with artifact rejection.
Artifacts have been successfully removed from the waveform, ISI histogram and the
raster plot and are not accepted into the prediction algorithm.
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Figure 4-4: Single trial predictions during ISMS stepping. Recorded signals are in blue
and real time predictions of the signal are in red (similar format to Figure 2). All external
sensor signals can be predicted in the presence of ISMS.
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Figure 4-5: The individual single units used in a prediction of limb tilt. The first column
shows the recorded tilt during the training trial (blue) and the training fit (green). Below
are the firing rates of the five most correlated units used in the prediction. The 2nd
column shows the recorded tilt (blue) and the real time prediction (red) from the same
trial as Figure 4. Again, firing rates for the same units are shown for the prediction trial.
The third and fourth columns show the waveforms during training and prediction of the
selected units. Functionality of each unit is listed under the waveform and was
determined during a separate identification process. From training to prediction
waveforms and firing rates are stable.
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Figure 4-6: The average VAF% of the prediction of each external sensor signal during
open loop trials. Bars represent the standard deviation of the predictions. N: distance,
tilt=47; gyro, force=34.
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Figure 4-7: The prediction quality (VAF%) of each external sensor signal using various
numbers of units. Each sensor signal is shown in a different color using 3, 5, 10 and 15
units for prediction.
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Figure 4-8: The prediction quality (VAF%) of each external sensor signal over time after
initial training. Each sensor signal is shown in a different color from 1 to 8 trials after
training.
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Figure 4-9: The effect of stimulation frequency on prediction quality (VAF%) for each
sensory signal during open loop trials. Bars represent the standard deviation of the
predictions. 0 Hz is passive movement of the hind limb, 31 Hz is the minimum
stimulation frequency tested and 62 Hz is the highest stimulation frequency. Passive
distance and tilt: N=16, gyro: 7, force: 11; 31 Hz distance and tilt: N=13, gyro and force=
15; 62 Hz distance and tilt: N=47, gyro and force= 34.
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Figure 4-10: Activation based on predicted sensory input of a closed loop rule to limit
backward hyperextension. Recorded hind limb tilt is shown in blue and the real time
predicted tilt is shown in red. The activation threshold of the rule is shown with a black
horizontal dashed line. Shaded gray vertical regions represent times within the step
cycle when the rule can activate if the threshold is exceeded (activation windows). For
the top panel, the prediction (red) did not exceed the threshold during the activation
windows. The bottom panel shows that a lower threshold causes many activations of
the rule. The solid vertical line marks a rule activation and subsequent state transition to
swing.
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Figure 4-11: The effect of treadmill speed on backward hyperextension rule activation.
Each panel is in a similar format as Figure 10. Each panel shows a trial at a different belt
speed: 0.1 m/s (slow), 0.15 m/s (medium), 0.20 m/s (fast). The faster the belt speed the
more the limb hyperextends and the more likely the rule will activate and begin the
swing phase. Note that the threshold level was constant between belt speeds.
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Sex
Weight (kg)
Surface
Trials
OL
CL
Kinematics
Peak Distance (mm)
Peak Tilt (°)
Hip Range (°)
Knee Range (°)
Ankle Range (°)
Kinetics
Peak Force (%BW)

Cat A
M
5.7
W

Cat B
M
5.0
W

Cat C
M
3.6
W

Cat D
F
4.8
T

Cat E
M
5.0
T

9
4

10
7

11
6

22
20

20
34

191
110
19
12

± 4.1
± 2.4
± 1.2
± 0.9

206
118
29
26

± 9.0
± 5.3
± 2.5
± 2.8

205
118
26
18

± 7.5
± 4.3
± 5.5
± 6.8

224
129
21
22

± 2.9
± 1.7
± 2.3
± 3.3

235
134
40
47

32 ± 5.5

16 ± 2.9

19 ± 6.1

59 ± 4.2

± 3.9
± 2.2
± 5.5
± 3.9
±
77 11.1

8.2 ± 2.5

7.9 ± 1.4

6.0 ± 1.2

6.4 ± 1.8

8.9 ± 1.5

Table 4-1: Summary of experimental parameters and average stepping parameters for
each cat. M=male, F=female; W= walkway, T=treadmill. Kinematic ranges and kinetics
are shown as: mean ± standard deviation.
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DRG
Cat A

L7

Cat B

L7

Cat C

L6, L7

Cat D

L6

Cat E

L6, L7

Units identified
Count
Muscle
7
Cutaneous
10
Unclassified
9
Unknown
Total
26
Muscle
9
Cutaneous
8
Unclassified
0
Unknown
Total
17
Muscle
28
Cutaneous
15
Unclassified
5
Unknown
Total
48
Muscle
15
Cutaneous
20
Unclassified
2
Unknown
Total
37
Muscle
17
Cutaneous
11
Unclassified
2
Unknown
Total
30

Distance
1.3
1.0
1.3
6.5
10
2.6
2.1
0.0
5.3
10
5.7
0.4
0.5
3.4
10
4.3
1.7
0.5
3.4
10
5.3
1.4
0.0
3.3
10

Predictor Units
Tilt
Gyro
1.0
0.8
2.5
5.75
10
2.9
2.2
0.0
4.9
10
0.8
0.4
0.2
8.6
10
4.8
4.4
3.5
2.2
0.1
0.0
1.5
3.4
10
10
7.3
0.5
1.3
0.7
0.0
0.0
1.3
8.8
10
10

Force

4.2
2.1
0.0
3.7
10
6.6
1.2
0.0
2.2
10

Table 4-2: Recorded sensory afferents used in predictions. Cats were implanted with
either one or two recording arrays in dorsal root ganglia (DRG) locations L6 and/or L7.
Count shows the total number of each unit type identified and total of all units
identified per cat. Predictor units show the average number of each sensory afferent
type used by each sensor. Unclassified units were units found during identification but
their function could not be ascertained. Unknown units were not found during
identification. A total of 10 units were used for each prediction.
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Tilt
Gyroscope
Force

Trials
43
11
9

Steps
464
115
108

Successful
277
70
104

%
59.7
60.9
96.3

Jitter (ms)
29.9 ± 56.3
57.6 ± 80.0
15.3 ± 65.6

FP
141
24
3

FP%
30.4
20.9
2.8

FN
46
21
1

FN%
9.9
18.3
0.9

Table 3: Rule triggering performance for each external sensor signal. Total number of closed loop trials and steps are shown. Number and
percentage of successful steps are shown for each sensor. Jitter represents the mean ± standard deviation of time delay between the recorded
and predicted signal threshold crossings. FP=false positive (prediction crossed the threshold but recorded signal did not), FN= false negative
(recorded signal crossed the threshold but prediction did not).
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C HAPTER 5: G ENERAL D ISCUSSION

The overall goal of my project was to restore walking in people with paraplegia.
Specifically, we developed a proof-of-principle for a walking neuroprosthesis comprising
a controller, effectors, and sensors, and tested it in an intact anaesthetized cat. In each
of three projects, a component of the neuroprosthesis was developed: the controller,
intraspinal microstimulation (ISMS) (effectors), and natural sensory feedback (sensors).
Each of the three projects incorporated a new biologically inspired solution into the
device. First, the controller was provided with a flexible software foundation to produce
feedback-controlled overground walking. Next, ISMS was incorporated into the
controller to produce fatigue-resistant overground walking. Finally, feedback from
natural sensors controlled ISMS elicited stepping-like movements in real time. Each
project resulted in a novel accomplishment and produced a deliverable that successfully
worked in conjunction with previously developed components toward a neuroprosthetic
system to restore walking.

H YBRID -CPG C ONTROLLER

The first project developed a controller (named: hybrid-CPG controller) that utilized a
combination of intrinsic timing and sensory feedback to produce overground walking.
Initial work by Guevremont et al. showed that a hybrid controller had the potential to
produce overground walking more effectively than either intrinsic timing or sensory
feedback alone [1]. The hybrid-CPG controller successfully produced propulsive
overground walking for five cats using intramuscular stimulation and sensory feedback
from external sensors. The hybrid-CPG controller also produced significantly more
successful steps than intrinsic timing alone produced. This study created an adaptable
controller to be used with future studies.
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The hybrid-CPG controller performance was limited by the accuracy of sensory input.
The integrated gyroscope signal was the best signal to limit backward excursion.
However, due to the artificial resetting to eliminate drift errors, the signal could not be
used to limit forward excursion as well. With better sensors such as complementary
filters, the performance of feedback rules could be further improved [2]. The control
was also restricted to the sagittal plane and, therefore, did not account for balance or
direction changes. However, three dimensional controls may not be required to create a
practical walking device when the device is used in conjunction with a balancing aid (eg
cane, walker).

I NTRASPINAL M ICROSTIMULATION

The second stage of the project replaced intramuscular stimulation with intraspinal
microstimulation (ISMS). This was the first demonstration of ISMS-produced overground
walking-like movements. The hybrid-CPG controller was adapted to control a custom
ISMS stimulator in real time. ISMS produced fatigue resistant “walking” for over 800 m
in two acutely implanted cats with the potential to “walk” farther. A future ISMS-based
device could be implanted within a very small region of the spinal cord to produce
bilateral walking (co-ordinated movements of both hindlimbs producing propulsion)[3].
This project demonstrated that ISMS could produce overground walking-like movements
in a neuroprothesis.
Currently, the functional improvement ISMS produces might not offset the limitations of
the technique when eventually pursued for human implantation. The array implantation
is tedious and nonstandardized. It is likely that in humans, the locations of the motor
pools will not be known with any greater confidence than they are known in the cat.
Probably, each electrode would have to be inserted individually since the interelectrode
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geometries would not be known a priori. Implantation consists of inserting single
electrodes in the spinal cord and stimulating multiple locations within the spinal cord to
form an initial estimation of motor pool locations (known to be ~ 1mm in diameter;
from mapping studies) [4]. This increases surgery duration and might not be acceptable
for widespread adoption by neurosurgeons. To streamline implantation, a referencing
system should correlate implantation locations with respect to the gross anatomy of the
subject. Also, the electrodes must have adjustable lengths at the time of the
implantation to target the motor pools while not protruding from the dorsal side of the
spinal cord. A possible solution might be to create multiple lengths of wireless
“thumbtack electrodes” in which the electronics are contained within the base of the
electrodes. Each electrode could provide stimulation and be uniquely addressed through
an external coil covering the lumbar-sacral region. The design of future arrays should be
standardized to stringent specifications. Prompt development of an effective array
design will ensure that future exploratory work in humans will be not be delayed by
regulatory red tape.

N ATURAL S ENSORY F EEDBACK

The final stage replaced the external sensors with recordings from the dorsal root
ganglion (DRG) to control stepping-like movements in real time. This was the first
example of DRG feedback used in conjunction with ISMS. We produced accurate
predictions of hindlimb proprioception even in the presence of ISMS artifacts. Sensory
predictions were fully incorporated into the existing hybrid-CPG controller to activate
feedback rules. Specifically, real time feedback limited the backward hyperextension of
the limb in response to a variety of walking conditions. The rule performed best when
predictions of limb tilt was used. The incorporation of natural sensory feedback was the
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final step in creating a fully implantable neuroprosthesis (although not yet implemented
bilaterally).
Improved external sensing in the future might make DRG implantation less attractive.
Currently, there are major difficulties in obtaining the stable long term DRG recordings
that would be vital for clinical implementation [5]. While other research groups are
improving the biocompatibility and stability of the recordings, the feedback algorithm
should be implemented bilaterally for overground walking [6]. That will ensure that
when the biocompatibility problems are solved, natural sensory feedback will be much
closer to implementation in a neuroprothesis.

C ONCLUSION

The foundation of a novel neuroprosthesis to restore some walking function after spinal
cord injury was created and proved in principle in this work. It would probably be ready
for clinical applications sometime between the powered exoskeletons now entering the
market and biological regeneration which appears to be decades away. The FES-based
device would offer more health benefits than a powered exoskeleton and could improve
walking ranges. FES-based devices might use technologies adapted from powered
exoskeletons such as partial DC motor augmentation or external sensors. A passive
orthosis will probably still be required even with FES-based systems to provide body
weight support while standing and limit the degrees of freedom. If possible, walking
devices should be designed to allow at least one hand free of crutches or other
supportive hardware for grasping objects. It is likely that the implantable proof-ofprinciple developed in this thesis will not be implemented in its entirety. Even if only
certain aspects of these projects produce spin-off technologies and improve the lives of
people with paraplegia, the research will be considered highly successful.
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F UTURE D IRECTIO NS

Certain aspects of this system would need to be improved to translate it into a
marketable device. More accurate knowledge about limb location in space from better
external sensors would improve closed loop control in the hybrid-CPG controller. The IFTHEN rule structure of the controller could remain the same. However, for increased
safety, additional rules monitoring body weight loading would need to be added.
Control software would have to be embedded into small integrated circuits that could
be worn in a fanny-pack or smaller sized container.
An active orthosis should be used for balance and weight support during stance. Ankle
joints should be actuated with DC motors so that only a single cane is required to
maintain balance (freeing an arm for other tasks). The controller needs to be adapted to
activate DC motors to augment ISMS. The motors could be smaller and more energy
efficient when used in combination with FES. Further research on optimal ISMS
frequencies, amplitudes, and pulse widths will produce strong forces safely. Also,
mechanical stability of chronic ISMS array implantation will have to be improved
(possibly through a novel array design).
Natural sensory recordings are not likely to replace external sensors in the near future
due to limitations of the stability of chronic recordings. A realistic near-future walking
neuroprosthesis is a stripped down exoskeleton used in conjunction with some basic
ISMS activated movements to produce a hybrid-FES system with more secondary health
benefits and longer walking ranges than anything currently on the market.
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